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transfer write 
dues book the 
date and vour 
1. Before issuing a transfer note that 
the member wishing to transfer must be 
a member not less than 6 months in good 
standing in your local. 
2. When issuing a 
across his name on his 
word, "Cancelled" the 
(Secretary's) signature. 
3. Let the member write his name in 
his *lues book and also in the space pro-
vided for this purpose in the margin of 
the traveling card. 
4. Before accepting a transfer let the 
transferred member sign his name and 
compare his signatures. 
5. On accepting a transfer issue to 
the member a new dues book and don't 
paste the dues stamps into his old can-
celled book. 
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No goods are union made unless they bear 
the stamp, all arguments to the contrary not-
withstanding. 
Stamped on conspicuous parts of all UNION-
MADE harness and saddlery goods. Insist on 
being shown. 
Ask for the "Union Stamp" and insist on 
getting it. 
The conditions surrounding a UNION SHOP 
insure happy homes, good wages, and a pros-
perous country. 
See that the harness-maker doing your re-
pairing displays the UNION-SHOP CARD. 
Named shoes are frequently made in 
Non-Union factories 
DO NOT BUY ANY SHOE 
no matter what its name, unless it bears a plain 
and readable impression of this UNION STAMP. 
All shoes without the UNION 
STAMP are always Non-Union 
__ Do not accept any excuse for absence of the UNION STAMP 
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"Am I My Brother's Keeper?" 
./ Seasonal Trade Union Sermon 
• 
By A. Rosebury 
"Am I my brothers' keeper?" 
Thus, the traditional first egoist. Cain, 
after he slew his brother in cold blood, 
tried to wash his hands of the bloody 
deed. 
This poor excuse has since been ad-
vanced by all the egoists in history, when-
ever they sought to justify their selfish 
purposes and actions. It is the thought 
in the mind of the rulers who. appathctic 
to the sufferings of others, refuse to take 
proper measures for the protection of 
their citizens. It is the rule of callous 
manufacturers and captains of industry 
who starve the toilers engaged in build-
ing up their colossal fortunes and will-
fully neglect to provide suitable safe-
guards for the protection of their life 
and limb. It is the argument of the sel-
fish non-unionist who refuses to make 
common cause with his fellow workers 
in organizing for their common protec-
tion. It is the dark.flame that sears the 
conscience of the scab when he permits 
himself to betray his fellow workers cm 
strike. It is thevkind of damper thrown 
hy the selfish unionist and the crafty and 
designing intrguers within the ranks up-
on the warm hearted and sympathetic 
membership on every occasion when a 
movement for bettering the conditions of 
the whole trade is in contemplation. 
Do the above reflections apply to the 
workers of our trade, and if so, how? 
W'c should be altogether dissimulat-
ing if we were to pretend that our or-
ganization has reached a stage of per-
fection, leaving nothing more to be de-
sired. True, we arc justified in taking . 
considerable pride in the work of the last 
three years. The present position of the 
cloak makers' Union of New York is a 
most remarkable achievement. Hut the 
very suddencss and quickness *of. the 
achievement has" created problems that 
'cannot be solved in a brief span of time. 
The problem of adjusting the rela-
tions between the employers' Association 
and the, Union, the constant endeavor to 
bring those relations into harmony with 
the demands of daily life, the need of 
improving and perfecting the machinery 
for conciliation and arbitration set up by 
the protocol, all this has necessarily been 
work of an all absorbing nature. As 
such it has completely thrown into the 
-
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shade an important aspect of internal capita would answer the question in u , 
organization which no organized body of only way it should be answered. It 
workers can afford to neglect without would establish the rule that the stronger 
cumulative danger. This important as- brothers or locals are positively respousi-
pect is the need of complete co-operation ble for the weaker ones, that the mem-
betiveen the various administrative bod- hers who are protected by thorough 
its, the locals, their members and the organization and union conditions, must 
International Union, co-operation that be the "Keepers" of those of their 
would save the energy and resources of brothers and sisters who are not. It j ; 
all concerned. the only way of rendering the Intvnia-
The proceedings of the General Ex- tional Union potent for good, the ..nh 
ecutive Hoard meeting, reported in an- sound provision that would'enable the 
other column, give evidence of the ne- Union to satisfy the great cry: "Come 
cessity of this co-operation. The exten- and help us organize!" 
sive reports of organizers published in The General Executive Board has 
this issue give details of the work con- once more appointed a committee i<> 
fronting the International Union that probe) the matter. Two years ago prol»-
should set all of our local leaders and 
members to think seriously. In all the 
cities and branches of trade covered by 
the organizers in their reports there is 
re ing Resulted in. "shelving" the greai 
question. It is to be hoped that Un-
tune it will meet with better fate. 
Meanwhile it is the dutv of the Local 
manifest the one great cry: "Come and leaders to enlighten the members on 
help us!" In New York City the cry of 
the waist makers, the insistent appeal of 
the white goods workers, the prayer of 
the children dress makers, the petitions 
and requests of the wrapper and kimono 
makers, have for a long time been di-
rected to the International organization 
their duties to their unorganized broth-
ers and sisters, and to think of tlie ad-
vantages and greater security which an 
all-round organization would .afford 
them. Some of our local leaders believe. 
in social co-operation to be applied not 
only nationally but internationally. Ihit 
for organizing help and financial assis- "charity begins at home" and the first 
tance. Similar appeals and requests 
reach the general office from all parts 
of the country and What shall our an-
swer be? Shall it be. "Am I my 
brothers' Keeper?" 
This apparently is the answer of those 
who have set their faces against an in-
lesson in co-operation should begin in 
one's own trade, or the wider co-opera-
tion is destined to be a social failure 
If an increased per capita is not soon 
provided for it will be because oiir local 
leaders and members are still possessed 
by the egotistic and barbarous excuse: 
creased per capita. An increased per "Am I my Brothers' Keeper.* 
General Executive Board in Session 
Extracts from Minutes There were present* A. BoscirtW *i» 
chair), S. Polakoff, M. .Signum. M U1"1^-
The second Quarterly Meeting of the Gen- H. Dubinsky, Sam Lcfkowitz, 1. > reiX- "• 
era! Executive Board was held at 32 Union Kleinman, B. Witashkin. H. S t r a i n ? . •"• 
Square. New York City, on August 26th, and. Mitchell. S. Slotchin, John A. Dyche. 1* ( 
continued in session until August 30th. and H. Amdur. 
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Decisions on Sundry Requests 
Regarding the request of the Cloak Makers' 
Union of Philadelphia. Local Xo. 2. that the 
Hoard sanction the calling of a general strike 
in that city in the Spring of 1913; agreed to 
advise the Local to prepare a get of demands 
on the employers and first submit them for, 
approval to the General Executive Board. 
Agreed, on request of the Cloak Makers' 
Union. Local Xo. 44, to pay a bill of §9.25, 
Organizing expenses, incurred during Presi-
dent Rosenberg's stay in Chicago. 
Agreed to raise Organizer EUtein's salary 
to $28.00 per week. 
Agreed to reject'-the request of a committee 
from, the Raincoat Makers' Union. Local No. 
20. to appoint an organizer for that Local and 
call a mass meeting at the expense of. the 
General Office. 
Agreed to donate $25.00 per week for the 
next four months to the Ladies' Waist Mak-
ers' Union. Local Xo. 25, in aid of its agita-
tion for a general strike. 
Agreed to donate $500.00 to the Ladies' 
Tailors' Union of Chicago, Local Xo. 71. 
The request of the Joint Hoard of Cleve-
land for the General Executive Board to pay 
the expenses of their organizer was rejected 
on the ground that the International Union 
has an organiser in Cleveland, namely. Vice-
President Fcjt. 
The General Secretary-Treasurer was given 
full-power to act in the matter of the request 
of the.Ladies1 Garment Workers' Union of 
Richmond, Va., Local Xo. 101, for an organ-
izer to assist them in the lockout of their 
members by their employers-
Agreed to inform Local Xo. 14. Cloak Mak-
ers of Toronto, that the General Executive 
Board will place in the field as many organ-
izer* as possible. 
Agreed to pay the salary of an organizer 
for the Joint Board of Baltimore for four 
weeks and to instruct Local Xo. 4 of that 
city, to comply with Article XII, Section 3. 
of the constitution and pay five cerits per 
capita.to the Joint Board. | . 
Agreed to refer to Vice-President, Sigmau 
for investigation, the request of the Cloak 
Makers' Union of Worcester, Mass., Local 
Ko. 75, for assistance in the matter of two 
Ot their members sentenced to jail, on whose 
behall they desired to take the c a & ' t b a 
mgher court. !l • 
Agreed not to entertain the request of the 
J":;n Board of New York to make good a 
loss of 12,000 due stamps incurred during the 
general strike of 1010, because no account for 
stamps is kepi with Joint Boards hut only 
with locals. 
In the case of the protest against Vice-
President Mitchell by a committee of Local 
Xo. 38 that he had reduced the initiation fee 
to a member who applied for reinitiation, 
from $15.00 to $5.00. the Board justified Bro. 
Mitchell's action because the Local Board of 
Grievances tacitly consented thereto. , 
lu the case of the protest by members of 
the Dress Makers' Union of Brownsville, Lo-
cal Xo. 72, employed in Kaufman's shop 
against their local Union in calling a. strike 
in that shop, because the employer wished to 
discharge one of the employees, organizer 
Elstein did not advise the International Un-
ion to interfere, ordering the Local to call 
the strike oil, Vice-Presidents Lapidus, Am-
dur, and Eeit, and organizer Elstein, were 
appointed to investigate and settle the con-
troversy. 
Vice-Presidents Mitchell. Amdur and Klein-
man were appointed to investigate the claim 
of the former Prcssers' Union of Brownsville, 
Local Xo. 68, that a sum of $300.00, part of 
the treasury which reverted to Local Xo. 35 
on its amalgamation with that Local, belonged 
to its members who had kept up a benevolent 
society and paid extra dues for that purpose. 
This sum, they claimed, should be returned to 
them. ' . 
President Rosenberg, Secretary Dychc and 
Vice-Presidents Mitchell. Amdur and Klein-
man, were appointed on a special committee 
to prepare a plan of raising the per capita to 
he submitted to a referendum vote of the 
members. The committee to report fully at 
the next quarterly meeting of the Board. 
Agreed to notify the Ladies' Tailors' Un-
ion of Chicago, Local Xo. 71, that unless they 
comply with the laws of the constitution, sub-
stituting a system of weekly dues, of not less 
than 15 cents, for their present monthly sys-
tem by November .next* their charter will be 
revoked. 
Agreed to inform the Ladies' Waist Makers' 
Union, Local Xo. 25, in reply to their protest 
against the Skirt Makers' Union, Local Xo. 
23, trying to organize the dress makers, that 
the - General Executive Board cannot prevent 
a local union from endeavoring to bring into 
line any branch of an unorganized trade, 
Agreed to advise the Cloak Makers' Union 
o f Baltimore, Local No. 4. not Jo-press their 
proposed demands on their.employers on the 
( 
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ground that the present time is not opportune 
for such a movement. 
Agreed to issue an appeal to the Locals and 
members asking them to assist the furriers 
in their present struggle for better conditions. 
Resolved, to send a letter of congratulation 
to the Twelfth Convention of the United Gar-
ment Workers of America, being held in 
Indianapolis, Ind. 
Decisions on Members' Appeals 
Appeal of Brother S. Katzman against a 
fine imposed on him by the Cloak Pressors' 
Union, Local No. 35, was not sustained on 
the ground that the appeal was made beyond 
30 days time-limit provided for in the con-
stitution. 
Agreed to sustain Brother Aldo Cursi's ap-
peal against Local No. 35 and order the said 
Local to honor the transfer issued to Brother 
Antona Lizza by Local No. 25. 
The appeal by Local No. 41, Wrapper and 
Kimono Makers, from the action of Local No. 
i, refusing to honor a transfer to Brother 
Winterlin, was rejected, on the ground that 
the newly-added Section No. 3 of Article 
XIV of the constitution, according to which 
a member may transfer his membership from 
one local to another, is unconstitutional, be-
cause the Convention in adopting this amend-
ment failed to repeal Section 2 of Article 
XVII, which reads: 'The foregoing section 
is not to be construed to mean that the mem-
ber so traveling or transferring to another 
Local Union can work at another branch of 
his trade," The Secretary was further in-
structed to notify the locals that this newly-
added Section 3 of Article XIV is unconsti-
tutional and therefore not valid. 
Decisions on Resolutions Referred to the 
Board by the Toronto Convention 
Resolution No. 8, calling for a copy of the 
"Ladies' Garment Worker" to be forwarded 
free to every member in good standing, agreed 
to confer with the Joint Board of New York 
with a view to merging the present publications 
under one management and issue, if possible, 
a Yiddish organ jointly. President Rosen-
berg, Secretary Dyche, Vice-Presidents Mit-
chell and Slotchin, and Organizer Elstein, 
were appointed to act in the matter. 
Resolution No. 19, calling for the establish-
ment of a Bureau of Investigation for the 
purpose of ascertaining working conditions of 
organized and unorganized workers in the 
trade, agreed to consult an expert statistician 
and ask for an estimate to be submitu -
the next meeting of the Board. 
Resolution No. 20, calling for an organic 
to. organize the trade of Wrappers, Kimonos 
and House Dresses in the cities outsid.- 01 
New .York, agreed to instruct organizers vis-
iting such cities to pay particular attention to 
this branch of tjic trade. 
Regarding Resolution Nfo. 25, .calling for 
the appointment of a Frcneh-spcakinu organ-
izer ifa Montreal* Canada, Resolution No. 4^ , 
calling for the establishment of a printing 
press of our own, and Resolution Xo. 51, 
pertaining to a special assessment of 10 cents 
being levied on each member for the purple 
of launching an eight-hour day agitation, 
agreed that the present time was inopportune 
for giving effect to these resolutions. 
Resolution No. 31, relating to the reque*: 
of Local No. 23, Skirt Makers' Union of New 
York, for changing its charter to include 
dresses, agreed to appoint a special committee 
to call a conference of Locals 23 and 25 for 
the purpose of devising ways and means fur 
the two locals to work in harmony. 
Resolution No. 59, relating to the question 
of a general strike for 5*> hours a week in 
those trades having a majority of women 
workers, agreed to appoint an organizer who 
should investigate the conditions of Locals 
41, 50 and 62, and report to the next meeting 
of the Board. * 
Resolution No. 62, calling for separate 
charters for piece tailors, sample makers and 
alteration hands, the General Executive Board 
found that this Resolution was incorrectly re-
ported and it was agreed to correct the Reso-
lution in the following manner: "That the 
recommendation of the minority to refer the 
matter to the General Executive Hoard was 
defeated and that the majority report to re-
ject the Resolution was carried by a roll call 
vote." Consequently no charter can be issued 
to Branch i, Local No. 9-
Resolution No. 65, calling for the necessity 
of week work being enforced in the pressing 
trade everywhere, agreed to write to the 1< 
cala urging them to do all they possibly can 
to carry this into effect. 
Resolution No. 66, requiring the General 
Executive Board to organize the shops m ine 
vicinity, of New York, agreed to co-opera« 
with the Joint Board of New York in $run* 
effect to the resolution. 
Reports of Committees 
Vice-President Mitchell, for the commie 
appointed to control the affair? of J-oe 
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3 \ Ladies' Tailors' Union of New York, re-
Parted that a successful mass meeting was 
held for the purpose of explaining to the 
members of that local the policy of the In-
ternational Union. A new agreement em-
bodying the demands, of Local No. 38 is be-
ing prepared which will be sent to every em-
ployer in the city of New York. The com-
mittee experienced' great difficulties in their 
work, due to the fact that the local has 'no 
responsible leadership. The rank and file of 
the members of Local Xo. 38 arc not imbued 
with the spirit and principles of unionism. 
Vice-President Sigman, chairman of the 
committee appointed by the Board to carry 
into effect Resolution Xo. 49 relating to Local 
Xo. 17, Reefer Makers of New York, re-
ported that the local refused to transfer the 
finishers to Local Xo. 9 on the ground that 
this would diminish their financial resources. 
They further contend that it is impossible to 
divide the iCloak and Reefer trade, because 
the same operators who work on infant coats 
also very often get larger size coats. The 
committee, however, understands that Local 
Xo. 17 will raise no objection against trans-
ferring such of their members who work ex-
clusively on coats. Vice-President Sigman 
suggests that a committee be appointed to 
investigate what, percentage of their member-
ship are working on Reefers and on Cloaks, 
respectively. 
Vice-President Klcinmau wishes to be 
released from the committee on the ground 
that he agrees entirely with the con-
tention of Local Xo. 17 and believes Resolu-
tion Xo. 49 to be impracticable. Upon mo-
tion agreed that Vice-President Fcit be ap-
pointed on the committee in place of Vice-
President Kleinman. After a lengthy dis-
cussion it was agreed that the Board should 
do everything in its power to carry into ef-
fect Resolution Xo. 49 and appointed Vice-
Presidents Feit and Mitchell on a committee 
to investigate every shop now under the con-
trol of Local Xo. 17, in accordance with 
Vice-President (Sigman's recommendation. 
Vice-President Polakoff, for the committee 
appointed by the General Executive Board to 
act upon Resolution No. 31, relating to the 
jurisdiction of Local No. 23 over dresses, re-
ports that his committee has had no oppor-
tunity to act upon this resolution. Upon 
motion agreed that this committee must re-
port not later than at the next meeting of the 
New York members of the Board. Agreed 
to substitute Brother Feit for Vice-President 
Polakoff. 
Upon motion the following resolution was 
accepted: "Whereas at the last Toronto Con-
vention a resolution was adopted endorsing a 
General Strike in the rain-coat trade in New 
York City; and 
Whereas, Local Xo. 20 is carrying on an 
active campaign for the purpose of making 
the proposed General Strike effective, there-
fore be it 
Resolved, That the General Executive Board 
at its Second Quarterly Meeting held in New 
York City, August 2fjth-30th, heartily endorses' 
this strike and stands pledged to do its ut-
most to call such proposed strike at the earli-
est Opportunity. 
Regarding the agreement of Local No. 38, 
Ladies' Tailors and Dress Makers of New 
York. Agreed that the agreement shall con-
tain no clause referring to the question of 
discharge of employees by employers. Also 
to insert the following modification: "That 
the duties of a shop chairman shall be con-
fined strictly to the controlling of the mem-
bers in the shop, but shop chairmen shall not 
have the right to represent the union before 
the employer. 
New York has again .been chosen by a ma-
jority vote for the next quarterly meeting of 
the Board to be held next December, 
Reports of Organizers 4 
PRESIDENT ROSENBERGS REPORT 
My first stop on Iea\ iifg New York on June 
-5th was at Pittsburg. There I met" Brother 
Rosenberg, the financial secretary of the Lad-
ies' Tailors' Union, Local No. 99. and we 
went Over the Local's !>ooks which I found 
well conducted. The Local' lias about, fifty 
members—Jewish, Bohemian, German and 
Italian—the Jewish element being in the min-
ority. * The tailors in the Department stores 
arc not organized because the girls are in the 
majority. The Union had signed an agree\ 
ment with one employer, but the employees 
caused so much- trouble that,;! doubt whether 
any other concern will ever follow the ex-
( 
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ample. Owing lo the dull season no organiz-
ing work could just then be attempted with 
any promise of success. 
On arriving at Cleveland I found the air 
charged with rumors of strike. I informed 
the newspaper reporters that our International 
Union had not slackened in its determination 
to establish union conditions in our trade in 
that city. I visited all the Local meetings and 
found them full of life and hope, the mem-
bers who dropped out of the ranks after the 
strike returning to the Union. 
Excepting the Skirt Makers, Local Xo. 98, 
the locals in Cincinnati are in a very satis-
factory condition. One thing they need, es-
pecially the girls, to become well organized, 
is proper leadership. The Garment Cutters' 
Union, Local Xo. 48, at that time contemplated 
asking their employers for a uniform scale 
of wages, shorter hours and other demands. 
These I considered reasonable and just, and 
sanctioned a strike. On July 8 all the cutters 
working for 18 firms came out. After one 
week's strike 16 firms settled, granting the 
cutters' demands. The Joint Board ordered 
the cloak and skirt makers out in one of the 
shops and after 4 days the strike was settled 
and the cutters are now enjoying a -fifty-hour 
week. To render permanent the fruit of the 
victory the locals in Cincinnati need an or-
ganizer to strengthen the Skirt Makers Union, 
Local Xo. 08, and to systematize the Local's 
regular business. 
I also visited Louisville, Ky., and then pro-
ceeded to St. Louis, Mo. In both of these 
cities the organization at present is not in 
the best shape and the working conditions 
are not satisfactory. The reason for this is 
very clear. In Louisville circumstances are 
not favorable for any aggressive movement 
being undertaken, and the employees are 
afraid of taking risks. In St. Louis the 
workers themselves are much to blame, being 
backward and apathetic. Yet there is no 
cause for despair. Local Xo. 105, Ladies' 
Tailors .of St. Louis, arc preparing to present 
demands to their employers in the near fu-
ture. .Much organizing work is necessary to 
bring the St. Louis Locals to a working basis. 
The Cloak Makers' Union, Local Xo. 44, 
of Giicago. is in an unenviable plight. The 
Local has been on the downward grade for 
many months. I learnt that in Chicago cloaks 
and skirts are made 30% cheaper than else-
where, the working conditions are low and the 
workers demoralised. The leaders do not 
possess the confidence of the rank and file. 
I hear that heretofore some of their Im-un** 
agents' and secretaries were -disloyal and in-
competent and the affairs of the Uni-m wvn-
neglected. Nothing, the people told inc. o 4 | 
restore.their confidence so much a* an ..---.n 
izer maintained by the International l'iu,in 
for at least six months. 
The strikers of Local Xo. 71 were inactiu-
at the time I was ttiere, because a mimk-r f 
shops were closed, but the officials 'to] i
 nu-
that as s!oo.n as the shops open the\ will I*. 
come active again and with financial aid not 
failing diem, the strike will end in sttecoov 
I also met a number of waist and drv>s 
makers. They are confident that with the 
aid of a competent organizer a union in -din 
branch of the trade can be organized. 
In Kalamazoo I met Miss Paulino Xewman 
and heard a number of good reports. There 
are still about sixty-five strikers out »f em-
ployment. These are being supported.1 A 
number of them found employment in other 
trades. Some are traveling in the interest of 
Local Xb. 82, and are boycotting the Kala-
mazoo-made corsets. The work is a success 
The factory in Kalamazoo is disorganized 
and the firm is losing trade. I had all tlii* 
information from a very reliable source. 
I summoned an Executive Board meeting 
the same evening. They all responded and 
told me they intend to win the strike. We 
worked out a plan for sending out more girls 
to do missionary work. 
In Detroit I attended the Executive Hoard 
meeting of Local No. 95. Ladies' Garment 
Workers. An official of the Detroit Federa-
tion of Labor was also present and he told 
us that the girls working as alteration hands 
in the department stores are eager to form 
a union. He suggested that Miss Newman 
be sent out there to organize them. I there-
upon instructed Miss Newman to proceed :> 
Detroit to render assistance. 
I also attended a meeting of the only eta* 
shop in Detroit and advised the employees 
how to conduct their affairs in the future 
I believe that if we succeed in organizing tlic 
girl workers in the department stores, the en-
tire city will be organized, as far as Ladus 
Garment Workers are concerned. 
The Cloak ^lakers' Union of Worcester, 
Mass., Local Xo. 75, received my personal at 
tention. On reviewing the situation I ad-
vised them to apply for financial aid to the 
General Executive Board. Two of their 
strikers were sentenced to jail for sixty days 
I advised them to appeal the case and ar-
' 
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ranged with Attorney Finney of Boston to 
attend to these two appeals. 
Upon the request of the Boston locals I 
investigated the cause of the lockout by the 
Columbia Ooak & Suit Co. The company 
insisted upon having their help replaced by 
other Onion help. The affair was quite com-
plicated. It appears from a statement by the 
Joint Board of Boston that the employees • 
.who were formerly scabs were locked out 
because they negotiated with the Union, de-i 
sirous of again joining the organization and 
held a shop meeting with this end in view. 
1 therefore advised the Boston Joint Board 
to give them all the moral support and help 
win the strike. 
1 also succeeded in bringing about a settle-
ment with the firm of Wasserman, which 
locked out their entire shop, some twenty-live . 
employees. 
The Cloak Makers of Boston, Local No. 56, 
have been in a state of, disaffection during 
the month of August. They seemed to have 
l»een iii collusion with the malcontents of the 
Ladies' Tailors, Local No. 36, to utter threats 
of secession from the International Union. 
At a special meeting which they asked me to 
attend some of the. members hurled unfound-
ed charges against the General Officers, claim-
ing that the Boston locals were neglected. I 
refuted their charges, and showed that they 
were continually plunging into trouble of 
their own nfaking, violating the laws of the 
constitution.- disregarding the advise of the 
General Officers, calling hasty and unneces-
sary strikes without consulting the Interna-
tional Union and then waxing indignant that 
the International Union refuses to support 
financially their reckless doings. I showed 
them that the General Office had, on the con-
trary* always done for the Boston locals 
morally and financially more than they were1 
entitled to, and had even now assigned Vice-
President Sigman as organizer for New Eng-
land, with headquarters in Boston. 
In view of requests from the Ladies' Tail-
ors, Local No. 43. of Philadelphia. Secretary 
Dyche visited the Local a few weeks ago and 
I have now commissioned Brother Rosman, 
former organizer of Local No. 38, to work 
for that Local for four weeks. I have also 
sent Brother Elstein to Syracuse and New 
Haven and Brother Sigman to Bridgeport, 
Conn., to help the locals there. 
Generally speaking I believe that to carry 
on a successful agitation, at least seven, or-
ganizers arc required and the General Execu-
tive Board will have to devise ways and 
means to provide the necessary funds. 
Respect fully submitted, 
AB. ROSENBERG, 
General Pres\4tnt. 
General Secretary-Treasurer's Report 
I herewith beg to submit a report of my 
organizing work in Syracuse, Cleveland, and 
Montreal from Wednesday, July 31st, to Aug-
ust 9th, 19U. 
Upon President Rosenberg's return from 
Cleveland, we discussed the situation in that 
city, and we came to the conclusion that what 
is really necessary t o keep things going is not 
mass meetings but frequent visits from gen-
eral officers to raise the spirits of the mem-
bers. We thereupon agreed that 1 should 
proceed to Cleveland the early part of August. 
In the meantime, however. I received a. 
communication from Brother Yates. Business 
Agent of the Trades end Labor Council of 
Syracuse, informing me that the members of 
Local No. 45 were preparing to present an 
Agreement to their employers and want our 
•I'Kice. I communicated with Brother Yates, 
and also with the .officers of Local No. 45 and 
stormed them that I would stop at Syracnse 
on my way to Cleveland. I, accordingly, left 
on July 31st. and that evening I met the Ex-
ecutive Board of Local No. 45. I was in-
formed that thcro was H certain department 
store in that city, by the name of Peters, 
manufacturing their own cloaks, which is 
practically the only cloak shop in that city. 
The rc-st of the members are employed in 
ladies'-tailoring establishments, amongst which 
there are about two or three union shops, the 
others arc badly organized.. The Local ex-
perienced quite some difficulty with the De-
partment store in question, because the two 
cutters employed there demanded an increase 
of $4.00. The firm, however, refused this de-
mand, the union was therefore uncertain as 
to the advisability of calling a strike at tha< 
firm. I .investigated this matter and found 
that although .the cutters were justified in • 
demanding a raise of $4.00, still I did not 
think it would be advisable to call a strike. 
( 
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for only six months previous those cutters 
had received an increase, one $4.00 and the 
other $5.00. I therefore advised those two 
cutters to negotiate individually with the firm 
for the increase and in so doing possibly 
avoid a strike. We also agreed to call an 
open meeting for Monday, August 5th, with 
a view of organizing the Ladies' Tailors, who 
are outside of the Organization which meet-
ing I would attend on my return from Cleve-
land. I also advised them to communicate 
with the General Office requesting an extra 
speaker. * 
On Thursday, August ist, I arrived in 
Cleveland and conferred with Brothers 
Thomas and Bcrkowitz. Brother Feit was 
in Chicago at the time of my arrival. After 
going over the situation with them I found 
that President Rosenberg's visit to Cleveland 
stirred matters up and also had the effect of 
frightening the manufacturers. As a result 
shop meetings were called with the result that 
the employers increased the salaries of their 
work people in many shops. The employers, 
however, very soon commenced to retaliate, 
by 'discharging the active union men, a num-
ber of whom had to leave the city, aijd this 
spread terror amongst our members. 
What at first appeared to be a very bright 
movement proved in the end a frost, due to 
the intimidation of the employers. I also 
found that with the exception of Prince Bie-
derman there is very little work in Cleveland, 
something which is unheard of at this time 
of the year. 
That evening I adressed a meeting of the 
Cutters' Union, Local No. 42. There was a 
ve'ry good attendance. I learnt that since the 
strike their wages have risen, due to the 
shortage of cutters in Cleveland. On the 
other hand it is also due to the unusual num-
ber of single garments which were cut during 
the spring season, causing a shortage of cut-
ters. It is very dull in the trade just now 
and the cutters are being discharged. 
On Friday evening, it being the regular 
meeting night of the Cloak Makers' Union, 
Local No. 26. a Joint Meeting of all the lo-
cals in Cleveland was called, at which over a 
hundred members were present. The mem-
bers listened attentively to what I had to say 
on the general situation, but opposition was 
shown by some people from New York, who 
were spreading false and demoralizing rumors 
as to conditions in New York. These people 
asserted that the members of the Manufac-
turers' Association in New York are dis-
charging and intimidating the active union 
people and as a result of this wholesale dis-
charge the prices for labor have- fallen con-
siderably to just half of what they were be-
fore the strike and other wildly exaggerated 
stories about the cloak trade in New York. 
On Saturday evening I' attended a meeting 
of the Joint Board and J had quite an in-
teresting discussion with the members of die 
Board about the general situation in Cleve-
land, particularly in reference to the intimida-
tion practise^ by the employers to break up 
the union by discharging its active members, 
and the necessary means of preventing it. 
Disappointment was expressed against die 
General Office for giving up the boycott. 
On Saturday I attended a meeting of the 
Pressers. It appears that the pressors are the" 
greatest sufferers in the cloak and skirt in-
dustry in Cleveland. Their wages have de-
creased considerably and quite a number of 
them have not been working since the Gen-
eral Strike. It seems that some oi our mem-
bers in Cleveland not only cannot get protec-
tion from the union, but just as soon as they 
connect with the union, they are exposed to 
dismissal, which means starvation, due to tin* 
black list carried on by the Cleveland manu-
facturers. There is a strong feeling for un-
ionism among the masses, but they are afraid 
to join on this account. ,1 visited the Skirt 
Makers' Union, Local No. 27, and also tin-
Hungarian Cloak and Skirt Pressers. The 
members of the Skirt Makers' Union are eon-
fined to one shop only, for the other shops 
have discharged their men and replaced them 
by non-union women. The Bohemian Local 
is entirely disbanded. 
Monday evening, on my way East, I visited 
Local No. 45 of Syracuse again, as previously 
arranged, and was present at their meeting. 
Brother Elsteiu was the principal speaker. 
The trouble with Peter's Department Store 
in reference to the two cutters was settled 
in their favor. They received an increase of 
two dollars each without the interference of 
the union, as I predicted, 
The same evening I left Syracuse for Os-
wego, where I boarded a steamer for Mon-
treal. On Tuesday evening I met the Joint 
Board of the Montreal locals. I was informed 
that they have been experiencing some trouble 
in a shop where the finishers went out on 
strike without the knowledge and sanction of 
the Union. Instead of the Union ordering 
them to return to work and taking up the 
matter with the employers, they sanctioned 
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the strike. The usual lack of discipline is 
just as evident in Montreal as in the ma-
jority of our locals. 
I pointed out to the Joint Board the danger 
of allowing their members to leave work with-
out the knowledge and sanction of the union, 
hut the Board could not agree to have those 
'finishers return to work, in view of the fact 
that the Business Agent had already negotiated 
with the employer for two days, trying to 
adjust matters. 
I made arrangements with four of the Lo-
cal secretaries to examine their books. On 
Wednesday I inspected the books of Locals 
13 and 61, and I found them in excellent 
condition. I found, however, that the treas-
urer is under bonds amounting to $25.00 cash, 
whereas as a matter of fact he handles much 
more than that The same holds good for 
the business agent who is not bonded at all. 
In time of strikes -those officers handle hun-
dreds of dollars, practiaclly without any se-
curity. I strongly advised the Executive 
Board of those locals to have every person 
entrusted with money bonded, to which they 
agreed. I also advised them to open an ac-
count in the bank and to pay all of their 
expenditures by check. 
On Wednesday evening, August 7th, I ad-
dressed a meeting of Local No. 102, the Ce-
menter's Union. Out of sixty members, com-
prising practicaly the entire trade in Montreal, 
over 50 persons were present The trade is 
well organized and the wages are pretty 
satisfactory. The trouble with the members 
of No. 102 is their proneness to work unlim-
ited overtime. They will have to be educated 
to the danger of working long hours. On 
Thursday afternoon I examined the books of 
the Cutters' Union, Local No. 19, and found 
them in a very poor condition. Their former 
secretary had absolutely no idea as to the 
proper way of handling the books and the 
newly-elected secretary seems to be very earn-
est about the matter, but he does not know 
how to manage. I gave him all the necessary 
j instructions and I have reason to believe that 
their finances will be conducted in a more 
satisfactory manner. 
I addressed a well-attended joint meeting 
of the Montreal locals on Thursday evening. 
On Friday afternoon I examined the books 
of the Cemcnters' Union, Local No. 102, and 
I found them in just as bad a condition as 
those of Local No. 19. The secretary had no 
knowledge of keeping books and everything 
was done in a hap-hazard manner. I gave 
them the necessary instructions and they 
promised to conduct their finances in Accord-
ance with my instructions. 
So far it appears to me that our organizers 
have entirely overlooked the conduct of tlie 
locals in reference to the finances, which I 
believe is very essential. Mere preaching and 
agitating is not enough and in the future it 
would be highly advisable for the organizer 
to examine the books of the locals before 
leaving the city, and to give all necessary 
instructions. 
Respectfully submitted, 
JOHN A. DYCHE, 
General Secretary-Treasurer. 
Vice-President Polakoff s Report 
I arrived in Buffalo on September 4th, and 
addressed a mass meeting called to familiar-
ize the workers in the trade with the demands 
presented to the employers by the Ladies' Gar-
mnt Workers' Union, Local No. 90. The de-
mands which Vice-President Feit assisted in 
drawing up included a reduction in the work 
faours to 50 a week, a minimum wage for 
*eefc workers, extra pay for overtime and 
recognition of the union. 
While these demands were being discussed 
ty the Union, one of the largest employers, 
named Fox, locked out 5 of the employees, 
including the Chairman, Secretary and other 
active members. The Local Executive felt 
that the employers* association, had resorted to 
this subterfuge in order to intimidate the 
members against presenting demands. Noth-
ing daunted, however, the Local Executive 
ordered .a strike in this shop and at the same 
time presented their demands to tm» other 
employers, allowing about a week for reply 
and in the event of the reply being unfavora-
ble a strike would be declared in alt the shops. * 
Before the time-limit expired, and before 
Vice-President Feit arrived on the scene, two 
employers signed agreements granting the de-
mands. The strike was declared and was
 v 
responded to with enthusiasm by all the work-
ers—Jews, Bohemians, Italians, Germans, 
French and American girls. *I was about to 
leave for Toledo when Mr. Fox asked for a 
%
 / 
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committee to negotiate for a settlement Vice-
President Lapidus took this matter tip, while 
Brother Conlin, organizer of the A. F. of I y 
promised to help the Local as much as possible. 
I arrived in Toledo on the morning of La-
bor Day and took part in the parade together 
with the members of the Goak Makers' Un-
ion, Local No. 67. The Local's part in the 
parade impressed me very much. 
In the evening I attended a Local Executive ' 
meeting and was favorably impressed with the 
practical nature of the work of the active 
members. Although the local has not signed 
agreements with the employers, yet the em-
ployees have the agreement writ large in their 
hearts and minds. This is due to the moral 
force exercised by Brother Meyer Rosenberg, 
Brother M. J. Cohen and many other active 
members. 
The Union conditions enjoyed by the em-
ployees in Toledo include a 50-hour week and 
collective bargaining through price committees 
appointed by themselves. The operators are 
well organized and when in full work their 
wages are satisfactory. I regret to state that 
the cutters and finishers are not yet organ-
ized. As soon as the trade revives Local 67 
intends, with the assistance of the Interna-
tional Union, to organize these two crafts. 
From Toledo I proceeded to Chicago and 
found the strike of the Ladies' Tailors, Local 
71, in full swing. As a means of breaking up 
the strike the employers have organized an 
opposition union to which they themselves and 
even their lawyers also belong. I tried to 
arrange a conference with a view to a settle-
ment, but without success. The leader of the 
employers, named Hoffman, who is himself a 
poor employer, is the main cause of the con-
tinuance of the strike. Being supported finan-
cially by the rest of the employers the con-
tinuance of the strike is more profitable to 
him than what he might derive from a set' 
tlement thereof. The Local is loyal and ac-
tive and deserves the support of all labor or-
ganizations in this strike. With ample 
support forthcoming success is assured. 
The Cloak Makers' Union of Chicago, Lo-
cal No. 44, has been in troubled water ever 
since the summer of 1911, when two precipe 
tate and badly-conducted strikes came to an 
unsuccessful end, one of these at Palmers. 
The failure has much affected the pressers, 
Local No. 7o\ the cutters, Local No. 81. and 
the Skirt Makers, Local No. 94. Local No. 
44 which now includes the pressers, skirt 
makers and finishers, and Local No. 81, have 
recently recovered from that blow and are 
carrying on a vigorous organizing campaign. 
The labor conditions here are similar to those 
existing in New York prior to the General 
strike of 1910. I believe the Union in Chicago 
will soon be restored to something like its 
previous position. Gn September 14 a crowd-
ed and very enthusaistic mass meeting of the 
cloak and skirt makers was held, and was 
addressed by Miss Josephine Casey, M. Katz-
man and myself, 
S. POLAKOFF, 
First Vice-President, L £. G. W. U. 
1 
Kalamazoo, Mich. 
Miss Josephine Casey writes: 
After visiting Detroit and Toledo where 
we had a very successful mass meeting I 
next started for dear old Kalamazoo, the 
home of the sickly corset and the dillapidated 
circuit Judge. There were some folks who 
wagered money that the organizer of the 
Ladies' Garment Workers' Union would not 
return. These people did not know that every 
organizer of the International will return to 
any situation as often as it is necessary for 
the good of the union that he or she should 
return. I found the membership of Local No. 
8a in very good shape. Those who had to 
find work in other lines still cling to mem-
bership. Not a word of criticism did 1 hear 
about the calling of the strike and the manner 
in which it was conducted. All assured me 
it was a necessary fight and they would act 
the same way if they were to do it over again. 
A number of girls were on the road calling 
the attention of the people to the corset in-
dustry. The Kalarazoo Corset Company is not 
increasing its sales, on the contrary, it ap-
pears as if "Father and his family" any day 
will announce in the words of Jack Johnson, 
"Isc done fought some rounds, but now it 
you will jes excuse me I think I bettah re-
tire." Tucked away in a corner of Michigan 
this Company permitted terrible injustice and 
thought itself safe from inspection. It ought 
to be a warning to other concerns that when 
girls ask through their union for a living 
wage to be wise enough to grant it. Justice 
in America is not killed. It is only delayed. 
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Our criticism in our 
The "New l a s t issue of the policy of 
Post" Once irritation and abuse pur-
More
 s u e c j by t h e organ of the 
Joint Board has evoked 
the wrath of the New Editor. Accord-
ingly, he arrogantly proceeds adding in-
sult to abuse by way of reply. When 
people have no case they abuse the at-
torney on the other side. We give him 
full credit for one thing at least. He 
make6 up in the art of abuse what he 
lacks in the science of logic. 
In reality, what can we expect of an 
editor who is a perfect stranger within 
the organization and utterly unacquaint-
ed with its history, its struggles and vi-
cissitudes? This the Joint Board has at 
last tardily come to recognize by electing 
a Board of Editors. They have thus 
shown that they admit the unwisdom of 
entrusting the destinies of their official 
°rgan to a stranger. 
The mistake of the 
Who Is j0 int Board is that they 
Responsible? have chosen to throw the 
onus of their own' re-
sponsibility upon other shoulders. The 
full responsibility for the policy of their 
official organ primarily rest on them and 
not on any editor. The editor should be 
the mouthpiece of the union policy as 
dictated by prudence and common sense 
and not seek to substitute his own pri-
vate policy based not on experience de-
rived from our trade but on imaginary 
fads and fancies. Unfortunately, the 
Joint Board are themselves new in the 
movement and do not realize the aims of 
a trade union organ. It does not take 
long to become a member of the union,-
but it takes many years to become a 
trade unionist. The masses of cloak and 
skirt makers swept up by the great gen; 
eral strike of two years ago did not 
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unionists or practical union leaders. 
Consequently their knowledge and ex-
perience of conducting a trade union or-
gan is naturally limited. 
The aim of the official organ of every 
organization is to imbue its members 
with loyalty to and confidence in the Or-
ganization, its responsible officers and 
representatives, to interpret their policies 
and to guide the masses to a proper 
knowledge and understanding thereof. 
Instead of this the "New Post" has often 
from sheer inexperience pursued the con-
trary course. Those at the head of the 
group who .indulge in this course admit 
their want of understanding to direct the 
policy and guide the fortunes of the or-
ganization. That being the case, by what 
process of reasoning are they allowed to 
dabble in a matter of which they must 
be even less informed and less com-
petent? 
When the official organ 
Conciliation
 0f an Organization keeps 
Or Strikes on exaggerating a mole-
hill into a mountain, rais-
ing a terrific cry of deceit and oppres-
sion by the manufacturers in matters of 
dispute that should be thrashed out by 
the Grievance Board, it leads the unwary 
masses to lose faith in their union. The 
conclusion they will draw from the al-
leged violation of the protocol by the 
employers is that they must retaliate by 
resorting to strikes. If conciliation is 
denounced as ineffective what other 
means than the strike is left to them? 
Now, assuming that another general 
strike be declared and attended by com-
plete victory, and the employers will 
promise concessions of every kind, what 
is to prevent them violating their prom-
ises on the morrow of the victory? 
So that the strike-expedient is in real-
ity, no remedy; nay, it aggravates the 
situation. Every strike, the fruits of 
which are Unsecured by a plan of con-
ciliation, must lead to another strike, nay, 
to a series of strikes, as surely as night 
follows day. Such a, situation must 
bring us back to the former period of a 
plethora of strikes but no organization 
and no union conditions. The clamors 
of the irreconcilables have therefore no 
leg to stand ph.* It will be a sad day 
for the organization when their influence 
is allowed to penetrate our councils. 
The expected has come 
Our Ultra
 t o p a s s , T n e r e s i , i t 0f {h(. 
Revolutionist* inflammatory "gush" in 
the "New ,Post" of the 
last few weeks has called forth the dark 
elements who till now dared not lift up 
their heads. In the name of "the people" 
this disturbing element with a selfish axe 
to grind are beginning to raise clamors 
at branch meetings and have even ob-
tained access to the councils of the Joint 
Board as "committees from the people." 
We shall be sorry to see these elements 
gaining any slight influence in our ad-
ministrative councils. Let the members 
and responsible leaders take warning 
against these "borers from within" mas-
querading as revolutionists and "saviors 
of the people." 
The proper course to 
What Is To pursue is to improve the 
Be Done relations between the Un-
ion and the Association to 
the end of deriving greater utility from 
the Protocol. Capable officers must be 
placed in the field charged with the re-
sponsibility of carrying out the protocol 
provisions. Whatever arrangements with 
the employers the benefits therefrom to 
the employees will always depend on the 
ability of the persons appointed to watch 
over and carry out the arrangements. 
We must bear in mind that in a com-
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plicated trade like ours, and having re-
gard to the character of the employers 
and employees engaged therein, the re-
lations under the best circumstances will 
never be perfectly smooth. In view of 
the hundreds of thousands of unorgan-
ized cutters, operators, finishers and 
pressers employed in the various branch-
es of the garment trade at small wages 
and under bad conditions, we should 
aim at extending and strengthening our 
Organization rather than exposing our-
selves to the danger of this element in-
vading our ranks in time of crisis. Many 
of the evils still existing in spite of our 
present peaceful relations with the Manu-
facturers' Association can be removed 
on our securing a staff of abler repre-
sentatives. What we have to do is to 
remedy the inadequacy on both sides of 
means and instruments to make the pro-
tocol yield a maximum of good with a 
minimum of friction. 
Instead of filling the 
Objections To calendar of the Grievance 
AD Impartial Board with unimportant 
Chairman cases, or waste time over 
the question as to whether 
or not there shall be an impartial chair-
man, we should rather have secured the 
appointment of sufficient clerks to attend 
our cases. An impartial chairman will, 
we are sure, do more harm than good. 
It would cause more friction by taking 
matters out of the hands of both the 
representatives of the union and the 
Manufacturers and transferring them in-
to the hands of an outsider who knows 
nothing of the trade. Instead of con-
ciliation we would get arbitration, some-
thing which is not desirable and which 
we must try to avoid. Nor would the 
•difficulties be solved by the registration 
of the sub-manufacturers which cannot 
be carried out, or by a price commission 
which would take years to realize. 
In the appointment of an adequate 
staff of clerks by the manufacturers to 
attend to all disputes and grievances 
arising from time to time lies the remedy 
for improved relations. This we have 
neglected to demand and have ourselves 
to blame. If the manufacturers were to 
refuse to accede to such demands we 
should have cause to doubt their sincer-
ity in claiming to stand by the protocol. 
Had we taken a stand in this matter wc 






Some months ago the 
union had entered into an 
arrangement w i t h t h e 
manufacturers that all 
contractors must be reg-
istered. This means that 
the manufacturers must 
inform the Association and the Associa-
tion in its turn must inform the Union 
where and to whqm certain work has 
been sent to be made. This kind of 
registration is not of much value, for the 
manufacturer has a right to send his 
work even to a non-union shop, provided 
be registers the shop. As usual, the 
whole season passes before the shop is 
unionized. 
What we must aim at is to change the 
present systenv of registered shops to 
certificated shops. We must demand 
that no work shall be placed with a shop 
that is not certificated as a "Protocol 
Shop," in other words, where the work 
is not done under' protocol conditions. 
This would go much further than regis-
tration. Registration imposes on the 
manufacturer the necessity of furnishing 
the name and address of;the contractors 
only; certification would impose the con-
dition of the work being made under 
protocol conditions.
 i 
There is no reason why we should not 
be able to gain these concessions. But to 
indulge in denunciation and recrimina-
tion is the. height of stupidity. 
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Vice-President Sigman's Report 
On August 2i, President Rosenberg in-
structed me to go to Bridgeport, Conn., and 
visit Local No. 80, Ladies' Tailors and Dress 
Makers. I met the secretary the same even-
ing and he informed me that he could not 
hold a meeting for some weeks on account of 
the slackness in the trade. It was for this 
reason that all the members left town, in* 
eluding the president and treasurer. We 
agreed to order a meeting for Friday the 
23rd. In the morning I decided to visit the 
Union shops and speak to the members about 
the meeting. 
Friday evening we held the meeting at the 
Socialist headquarters. There was a small 
attendance. We discussed ways and means 
of building up the local. It was decided that 
a meeting be ordered for Sunday, September 
I, to be addressed by an Italian speaker and 
myself. 
I also found that they had about 15 good 
standing members and $100.00 in the treasury 
which the local treasurer holds without any 
security whatever. They have about four 
agreements signed with Ladies' Tailors' em-
ployers, which expire September 15. 
I believe it necessary that the International 
Union should have an organizer out there for 
two or three weeks, until the local is built up 
and can sign agreements with the manufac-
turers. 
Ever since I have been here the situation in 
Worcester, Mass., in connection with Local 
No. 75, has improved and new members are 
joining at every meeting. The appeal in the 
case of the two members sentenced to jail is 
being attended to and good results are ex-
pected. 
The Joint Board of Boston is starting an 
organizing campaign and I am doing the best 
I can to help it forward. I met the most 
active members in conference and also col-
lected $85.00 as a starting fund. My time is 
fully occupied in attending meetings and in 
examining the books and accounts of the lo-
• cals. I inspected the books of the Cloak 
Makers' Union of Boston, Local No. 56, and 
found them in good order. 1, however, intend 
recommending certain improvements at the 
next regular meeting. 
While the needs of the Boston Locals are 
sufficient to keep an organizer busy I have 
found time to pay a flying visit to Providence, 
R. I., to address a mass meeting there. 
On returning from Providence, I paid a 
visit to the Columbia Cloak & Suit Company. 
This firm violated the agreement which they 
signed some weeks ago and started a dispute 
with our locals. I tried to adjust the matter 
peacefully but without success and a strike 
was the result The strike is still pending. 
One feature of the new movement I have 
been instrumental in starting is that all the 
erstwhjile active members have now resumed 
their aptive work' for the Union. There was 
a welt-attended meeting on September 5th. 
when the installation of the newly-elected 
Joint Board took place. This movement is 
destined to embrace the other branches of the 
trade as well. On September 13th, I attended 
a party given in honor of the installation of 
their new officers by the Ladies' Waist Mak-
er*, Local No. 49. which was a great success. 
No doubt Local No. 49 will be imbued with 
new life. The Ladies' Tailors, Local No. 36, 
are also up and doing, and the same may be 
said of all the locals in New England. 
Respectfully submitted, 
M. SIGMAN. 
VICE-PRESIDENT FEIT'S REPORT 
. On July 16th I was directed by President 
Rosenberg to proceed to Cincinnati to aid in 
settling a controversy that had arisen between 
the Cutters of Local No. 48 and their em-
ployers. The trouble arose on the presenta-
tion of demands, which, though exceeding 
reasonable, were not acceded to by the manu-
facturers and our men were thereupon forced 
to walk out. The demands presented with 
my advice were: 
1. The work hours shall be 50 hours per 
week, as follows: 9 hours a day Monday to 
Saturday, viz., from 7:30 to 11:45 A. M. and 
12:30 to S:iS P- M. Saturday, 7 A. M. to 
12 noon. 
2. The minimum rate of wages for cutters 
shall be $18.00 per week, and the better grade 
mechanics shall receive a higher rate of 
wages, to be agreed upon between employer 
and employee. Trimmers, $1500; apprentices, 
first year, $8.00; 2nd year, $12.00 per week. 
Overtime shall be paid at the rate of one and 
a half. No Saturday afternoon work, 
3. . One apprentice shall be allowed in eacn 
shop of 4 or more cutters and one additional 
apprentice for every 8 additional cutter-
Apprentices in cloak and suit houses shall col 
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canvas, but may not work on cloth until after 
serving one year at canvas and two years at 
lining and trimming. After four years they 
-hall be considered full-fledged cutters and be 
entitled to the minimum scale of cutters. Ap-
prentices in skirt bouses shall fit up lots and 
chop out single markers for two years, when 
they can work on lots during the third and 
Fourth years. 
' 4. When the question of laying off in the 
slack season comes to be considered, there 
shall be no discrimination between a fourth 
year apprentice at $1500 and a cutter at 
$18.00. All grievances shall come before the 
grievance committee, namely, the Local Ex-
ecutive Board. 
5- There shall be no discrimination against 
shop delegates whose duty it shall be to see 
that all members have a working card and 
are paid the rate agreed upon. They shall 
also report all grievances by and against 
members. 
6. The employer agrees to hire union mem-
bers when' members of the union are in 
search of .employment. 
On arriving in Cincinnati I visited the em-
ployers and -convinced them that it would be 
to their advantage if matters were adjusted 
at once. With one exception, the King Gar-
ment Company, which refused to deal with 
any representative of the organization, an 
amicable understanding was reached with all 
the others. The King Garment Company, 
having taken an obstinate stand, I called down 
the other crafts, namely, the Operators, 
Prcssers and Finishers. After several days, 
realizing the great cost of conflict, they also 
came to terms. 
The situation in general is improving daily. 
The • Locals are acquiring members rapidly, 
permanent headquarters have been established 
and Charles Fromer has been engaged as 
business agent With the continued efforts 
of the active members I look to Cincinnati to 
become ere long one of the best organized 
cities in the Ladies' Garment trade. 
From Cincinnati I proceeded to Chicago 
Wd attempted a settlement of the lockout 
against the members of Local No. 71, as al-
ready referred to in my previous report. Then 
as directed by President Rosenberg, I went 
to Detroit where I succeeded in settling a 
* t e of Alteration Hands in Klein's Depart-
ment store, also referred to in my previous 
report. There was at the time a movement 
among the girls to organize under a separate 
cfearter. for the reason that they are English-
speaking and could find no interest in the 
meetings of Local No. 95. They hope that to 
this Local No. 95 would raise no objection. 
The Locals An Cleveland arc making very 
slow progress; owing to the dullness of the 
trade. Hundreds of people arc unemployed 
and arc forced to seek other occupations, and 
those who arc working arc terrorized by the 
manufacturers. The manufacturers employ a 
large staff of spies and as soon as a member 
is reported as being active in Union work, he 
is certain of losing his job. Under these cir-
cumstances it is quite natural that they do not 
wish to join the Union. I am certain that 
when they secure employment and will be in 
a position to support their families they will 
rejoin the Union, as they realize that after all 
only the Union can protect them from the 
abuses of the greedy employer. 
Local No. 90 of Buffalo is preparing to 
present to their employers demands for an 
increase in wages and shortening of hours. 
Their membership is increasing rapidly. I 
had a meeting with the Executive Board and 
the following demands were drawn up to be 
presented to their employers: 
The hours of work shall be 50 per week. , 
Full-fledged mechanics whose present salary 
is $20.00 and over, shall receive an increase of 
15% and those whose present salary is below 
$20.00 per week to receive an increase of 
20%. Labor Day and Thanksgiving Day to 
be observed and to be paid for. There is to 
be no discrimination against the shop chair-
man whose duties shall be to see that all 
members have Union cards and are in good 
standing. He shall report all grievances 
against and by members and against and by 
employers and submit them to the Grievances 
Committee which shall be the Executive 
Board of the Local Union. The employer 
shall employ Union members when such are 
in search of employment." 
I believe that the members of Local No. 90 
will get 'these demands. 
In all the Western cities the women workers 
are displacing the men very rapidly. Not that 
I have any objection against women workers 
in the suit and skirt trade, but it tends to the 
reduction of wages, as the employers look 
upon women workers as a sort of cheap ma-
terial and in many instances they receive 
about 25% less for the same labor than men 
do. In Detroit, Cincinnati, Chicago and Buffalo, \ 
there are thousands of women employed, in 
the Ladies' Garment trade and their average 
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earnings are from 4 to 5 dollars a week. To 
remedy these evils I recommend that the In-
ternational Union should put in the field at 
least three women organizers, as the workers 
alluded to are all English-speaking and with 
the assistance of the Womens' Trade Union 
League organization work can be carried on 
successfully. 
I also recommend that the International 
Organizers be instructed to advise all the 
small local unions to form a sick benefit fund 
which will interest their families and this will 
tend to strengthen the locals, tending to their 
permanent existence. 
Respectfully submitted, 
I. S. FEIT. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Upon the request of the Ladies' Tailors, 
Local No. 43i president Rosenberg sent or-
ganizer S. Rosman, formerly of Local No. 38, 
to help the local in its organizing work in 
particular and that of the other locals in 
general. 
"As soon as I arrived in Philadelphia," 
writes organizer Rosman, "I met some of the 
members of Local No. 43 and together we 
laid more or less effective plans to bring new 
life into the locals. We organized a band of 
volunteers to visit the shops and meet the 
members, we distributed leaflets and held shop 
meetings, and judging from appearances the 
inert mass is at last moving. At a recent 
mass meeting many new members joined the 
organized ranks. September 14th, at a regu-
lar meeting, new officers, were elected. These 
have pledged themselves to do their best for 
the organization. 
"The labor conditions of the ladies' tailors 
are extremely unsatisfactory.* It may be im-
agined from the fact that the pay for a full 
week's work of long hours ranges from $10.00 
to $15-00. This in itself should make them 
determined for organization and better condi-
tions. 
"I have also addressed meetings of the cut-
ters, Local No. 53, the finishers, Local, Xo. Go, 
and the tf oak makers, Local No. 2. All these 
locals neled help and encouragement, particu-
larly the finishers, Local No. 69. Owing to the 
obsolete system of subcontracting which makes 
the finishers the employees of the operators, 
it is difficult to induce a large number of them 
to join the ranks. Nor is Local No. 2 in a 
much better position numerically. Out of 
3,000 workers in the trade only about 1,600 
are organized. This accounts for the long 
hours and deplorable conditions generally. 
Strange to say, the unorganized masses, like 
the women workers of New York, are waiting 
for a general strike to sweep them into the 
union-
"I must not omit to mention the self-sacri-
ficing efforts of Brother M. Black, the Secre-
tary of Local No. 69. He has all the time 
been doing splendid work for his Local Union 
and has almost forgotten the size of a dollar 
bill in payment of his salary. Brother Black 
certainly deserves credit for his work." 
SOL. ROSMAN*. 
DO YOU WEAR A PIN OR A BUTTON BEARING 
THE EMBLEM OF YOUR INTERNATIONAL UNION? 
IF NOT? WHY NOT? 
Get one from your Local Secretary and show your 
employer and your shopmates that you are a loyal mem-
ber of your organization. 
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* * * 
Ptfa ]yj"r ys^yn ,nyry? Jnyriw |ur, n 
,I^3r PR "i>no iy:y:"R iy"i D^D D;»py2 
Tjn t^« IRII PK„ : (gnu :ync » n ^ a |Mm 
UH/PH INII p« ?BR^ niiR^p iy:yn OPJIB 
?ij|t Dfcjn o:yB»n"R-Dy3P3 R tyayii OPJIB 
ojijDnin PR iiihi pR ?nyayc H tyaityn 
i^83 -I^ D iy5»Mi Dnsn "Sy^oifp-pnB » 
f O O m w a D>J lyj^r lyopjia n TR
 rjy«ji 
•«318 n •WW MhJ D^3 mtu »n >»»» 
.Diyi«BJ?3 13*3 ]J?D8T V| -up i p y n 1J7D 
,i:yn-^yni iyrn *PHD ",{jc PR nyD"2iR H 
,DyD'D$p-pna p»p pR w 1*1 p u w u »*i 
o»paH:ynt3M: yoMia p'p O J^ tyaijn PR 
-^D pR e;ycn»R byjpn po 'nityn oyi T B 
VW iy=^n nyD^aiR n .O"3-.R nyi jyo 
tsiyp lyaa^ D c^ n ix us ,*=i"R DEJHO oy |W1 
Drifn imR MI DB$ *iw jycip D^ a nn-R 
"jn;R IR D^X y-iRia tD«jn nn-R iia ,tfiyh 
;K o>ijt nn^ R TR .DBTHDRI T^ R I«T
 faijD 
r s $ PR mipix nayaR nyi« a*o "iy"i-R 
.DVH jny^R iy>niptJ"R .PR 
pR.tR
 #iy:M PR DI^ T D*n.,oi3-ewjnyi 
;ny^ pn aijo tJny1 DIH jyta now D\B» 
'
SMI .tyDyanyc D^ a D^I DBiRn -hT* ASfiM 
l^R D3Ro ,iy5^sv ix K M lyoyanys iyn 
"
M P^ myp ta^ a Djni inm-pR lyseyts DMR 
.$^8 .OBIRn nwi Dipi IRCpyDl^ lB H jyo -
•v D^ cif pn oeip jw&o civ o^ a nm 
"e5 ij^oyo ix njnif ,DIH yiy"R ly^nijx 
•lyoiaya Di^ n *wx ys^yn .ooyp^o n 
J iyto$s IVO |yp DIH 
,^"R n»s iyoy3 PR nyaana pM tayn oy 
PR aa^ D o^ civ w i yiy1 »roip D^T nn^ R t$ 
!BT»R raeip DMP '.OPT jny^R iy?nijx;"R 
lyDMi D^ a i m V:VP $wm* H , I V c^ a^  
PR ta?jri:8myB | k w PR onyn oy D«#H 
^I^R 5$? pR-Dy-.yii TR jyoiRii DEiRn "in"< 
DBS raR> ,nija DSIP oy D*M \v5T\yw\ 
IS'ap "lyrpB oayp3 H nys^ R T'R iyo EW 
-a«myB. ly'ncR nyi PR PR'oy MI D'an^a 
ng^R.iyn »t*R yonys D*T- .lynifiiya D^VT 
Dbnya'pR ttW PR onyt PR DDIP P ^ R 
nys aa^ D'D -.yi DJJII ,DIH PR ?"HD:R IR 
.D y^naRn 
,Dijny32* •nsi PR pr9rnpc cm/iyayn 
nn'R cayp aa'D^o DIX DDIP I?PR iyn TR 
•^ Sn .iy3"^pas D*a lxn i^sc yoMia p»p pic 
29 ifpvgn twytyiw on»5 njn 
l m JPJ K TIB BIBB JT 1 
inn* 6 DIM vt wn» PK nno nyn p« 
12 (111 IWn *1BB jn31DB> 8 D'D ,Dn3»« 
,D3"K ha 
12 pa Urtw D"3iBy3 pjhl r\2w 2, 
lynyii o5n*vw ftft D»Dnjmif nsD .3 
"W Tin Ml 5]PD MTB 5*0 |y35Bn»1Vn3« 
n e^ nifyya jynyit oy pm ,IKPD DJH PK 
jypna ytDoayn 
y?«:^i\sj inyv- nBB MiSmpwa £ 
D'I5»P3^ /WHPTJ ;iR|gt PK DWD'D' 
-$pm /yTHDvu D'|$wj*Bnm ,*rt"ttnna 
*«fp /jn n*3"> „'($wn ny»4
 # WIHB»H 
'yrum^ppaynB ,<yviKPpifty ,un~m3&if5 
iy:yp D'3ID-D'D> yryn .oyoDonp pM 
.yB"VK *IBB lyiyii iyD'3y»nK 
PK b">TB lyayawomB tyoysnyfi .6 
.DD3yoy:yD n 
irum ©JnJfltya jy>$T Dypwni n .7 
.cyp pK PK v^MyWi 
.nnyo D>3 pK nnip B jypna »ntt .8 
flft lyM^Diya DnmewyfiUBD H .9 
-H |yoiP3«fJ iy?«ft D-I$DPBIO;$P jnyu r« 
jyaaiMnys ya^y: 
-ya B tJnJW BSfflttSTfcrt* **i oy .10 
5$T warn ,»»D*p-r«nyfi3«jp janayoiy 
PK i¥ imy Pfi Wrin V B P*> lynytscya 
D5B ,jyoB$y IB IW"5PD»W p£«t inyv H 
qjm ytrD$p-fty"vyBJ*P ytyn j n w 5yn 
TP n pern* D'aiDaD-oB'in y5s Unsafe? 
. i i w r m n pK oyo 
nym pc M*5BB H pn v w 5$t oy JL 
n jwSunwDMK pK iwanKiXDMn wow 
oyoip H PK p p r n pflprnv lyairpvya 
.DJl?tS»<K<D$DB 
D3**rn B i r o n D^njnny 5*i oy .12 
"T*B iy?Bt ty:Kio p w t t P t t inva .13 
»H -map vwwv n nBB i r o n Day?*?: 
. i w n t r a i s 
PK !W»5a 5*t t3:yonaB lyryn .14 
jynyis wi^t oyn njK? pa ajiay^ ya nyp 
-DiD Djr«j t; D^ D /UPfc&'D Dy^J 8 D>a 
B jto^M B .[yn^n ynn>« p« lycssyp 
TW pa ,I*'VB»UB PB I^HK^  1JJB « ^: 
nymijD H V I tvatjn ,*H iypnKtDC1 PM jirp 
l»ijjbww mp ra lyo^na PB nm^m 
DD^ D^ ya PK
 #D«n»no iinipiBVa ,|W3 
"IB yny"? D^D I^BDBP pK pmKnft'rui 
nnyo
 fp^na inyn anj^jn^B ,nvay:ct:": 
•JK i M n n nnyo ,nn nnyo ^".^ns 
Jiuypiy 
Di*n PK ptiwiBUV yi otjn tiesBP "yi 
-tjn nyD"3iK n pK ,DB:^D "in DVMW 
! bav^ Yju iva 
PK *MVQ ,iyD"3iK iaypi» p»3 ,D:S 
TyODjriUP mniM nynna ynyr:iK — tyns 
ny»r ?pil PK nsoBP ny»» i i n uvy* |y?yn 
lySyu "t #iywyo D?B |»0"3iB iy>yp vn\ 
! V9>$ra»a lyay? n y n a iyav^ |y:y? 
p>nDD ny^T V2 onym^s n ps y;5<^  H 
-DD»3IK H jn^aySp B mw jyiw »^ 
.njoyn PK IJHJIDB' 53 PB |y»ya r« D»S 
lyn^ pyn nyr tyo^yr otfn c^onyii^ iss 
lyayJs tyt^ iB'DO^aiK .o^nijvys ynorpy 
•*D pny1 W Dyo^ a H ps jyiyn DD^ o^ ya 
jyo"nyj oy gyn v n p nyT P« BHf» — !«• 
-oms oay5* D«31K .inN^ B 5SO M-n 
!^ K iy5nyDp«nt)3#p y3"5p \v iyiy" pawn 
-y?B ^y^yDPBio:^P H PK .pBiyoysyD n 
n .nyD^siK T'W'K H O'D jyimp:^" [ya 
D«a nyn yiSyii ,y3^ y?B pn iy:y^2 TW* 
i:yDBB njn^ M»?U IBB praiBya e*n tirrrv: 
-iK n pa oayn Dtjn naynnyii .|yw^n rc 
-auanya yj^ oyj^ B n jyo^^ya w iyo"2 
taifn ,iytD"3nK |y5*t "i ysJxni WJ^K ,iv-
"i*»3r ypjMM ps Byp n p« w w t w " i : 
.nyevB' H pK o1; w i0"^ 
H tyaijn p"i&D"5Knywn DJH wn 
ijyjwiW ny»'^8 
n .WW B Jjn31t3^ 'DD 3^1B 49 .1 
nn^ K 8 DIK 3*D pny !* 1^ o::«s o*%2"i< 
TPjfttfn tuytngi 6*r*$ i jn 28 
'<*e$s?»3iyB3'K "jyn no ivJijt itfDjnvwK 
I'M •»»# vfi .Btnyiv prum Bwpait 
D8 PK B'U H 1K11 jyD"H D*WJ 
j^Diy n«D p n b n b w n um ,iyBDpi8Bc i 
mv I'D prutm Bnip PK ,iyBDya D8 iyj»t 
jffi5»no'D lytant |v tyasny 
pmp VJ PK "WD8DpUj5p |1D 5Xptf 8 
jyaip iv yBvy? n lie pn DDijnyj Byn 
,nt DI»W- «T8 nut iv D3*raya:pns 
rpi«$p n p& v a r t s a r o *1 ."DlBIWPBJlk, 
pe DMYWD yooya n jya$n D^Kptj? lyasn 
yooya n j y a g n p K D>E$ ^^^" jnyorK 
Dgu D»anK n pnira Item iv B"n3y3y5y3 
Dyh TK iDMK BDIP nyi"5 .Biro D^E$ iyn 
. Dip ,|yaM« y"iy"t n8B |yaip njny^B'D n 
iy;yp »*t Bfeti ,iyBp8B n PK ,«t jynynyB 
J M »! p m jyj'Dya B3"? 
-;IK iya«b iv 5yB*o |«K *p nu PK oy 
iv — PK mp UK ,D5>KP$5> n iv 3'E^nya 
WlWnJffl ynyoyia 8 nafcrOT oyi lynya 
PK ,xny:y?P Hj inyoyna , D J $ W ytop*} n 
pw jya^n
 fjfpD'VJ8nw8D p« ny-i$ pup w 
D'3 jp:yp «t 18 ,typiiya 5ip nyonynain 
invBBQtf l"5s i n »a nyn&
 rp'$* fn pa 
5»t D$H ,iyoEynp y*jr*Mitf*fl PK RSmiJB 
.onnp jyoDjy^p nyn pK I^EK jy^DD *n 
onaya PK W BBstnyfiiyp yrvr^K n 
ty^ronyB iv PK lytosr iv pvm oyi "i8E 
18 PK ,TT o-iin*B oy 1KVI Blip MPS* 
-$n B«rn8Tt ytyn .\w ?K3ij(P"r»yB3'K 
jyfinaya B»J B**!r»wv yooinyo H W jya 
tfmfi y^3 pK myaoyo y«a jrwuiM PK 
njn a jy3385ya wptsw v,*Bipy:py 
-HtPlP "^2* BW 138tDBnyD pB tD"V H 
H tVonynyiuiM 0'3 ivp i38myB ^y^ i^aK 
••» n lyiyn iy5»T Dtapy* n m »»anK 
•DiyB^yn 
•1^11 B3yDl83 Dn"5 JK3*V3iytD3'K H 
*& "»yt3iK Inrw'p w o^n | $ w Dnyp 
PK ,ti^n jyiyntjB n3K? jyv:831'nyn'K D5KP 
-;K .jy:np w DJJT biwnrtta lyj^t >n 
n'o jyBn8T W J W I » «i3'B ,nyB DMBZ* 
Dny?>'383iij ynyi3iK tDKD^ 3K .pyv jyaijri 
^ K O C K PK 3yt3 y3'a"K jya^SanyB p#*t 
"|ya*« Utt"& Dnjjn |y5»t »i t8 ipi DinefD 
5KPIJ5 8 lyV'DB' IV DKDC3K -iyiD83^ D PK 
jytDEinp ynn'K MI oyna^3 ,*IK^T 100 BUS 
|yay3 DBi8ny3 T D jya^n ,DMK p w )y 
yiyoru oayBorayn DK
 lDB'By3ya yjyayn 
n>D |yayn D^T .D3KK>"3*P ynyoBi* IIK 
iy383B'1K yny?3iK |yD«n ins ,pnB DB1Kny3 
iyo»n T D — Dyp'3D8D8o5iK H *n ioya 
PK ,jy3»t lyoBynp ynyniK Difii «jnn iyaK 
n^ yD nytaiR>K oy B»na ^ jyo^n T D 
VB Difn |yino T D PK ,t3"p3>Dyno po 
V?v*J i"i iv PK Piuinyiv pn iv jy3yp 
jyv383 r'nya'K nyny^BHD jnywiK y?8 ISB 
Diyoc *ia*D PB D?KP$5 yaynycnyB DD8 
PK iKBuyiuyp po t3"v nyn yiri <»i jyann 
,Bjn3yiiya ifBjifiip pK iwpamjifp I'aipa 
•iTEDin jyBjyn pn lyo^nBM. iyJijt I'D IK 
•iV^ya iy3>n y?8 AP^SIBD ?Kiy3y^n iyn 
n t8 ,iyo"W T O PK ,|yai»n tv DJJT BPB 
.V,%wS*Biy tyWjM *pW wvfiw DP^IDD 
-e3y P ^ K P ^ ya;8D wen w iyai»n i^n 
-tp ,it#nDy3 D^T lyaun TO jyn PK •jyaK? 
ffW H .D^rujnynBWiKjyBKBW n>o iya 
ynn^ K -na B^naya ?KP»5 ijny* B^li ;PH 
y-in<K TK DnynjjD PK iyDyiyo3'K ysy3"K 
• 
"Vr^f i n .iy3^onjn ynn:8 Byii in»K 
! ip:8DtnyB ! w ?ya«n Dip oasc i^ DDija 
*« ! jyt38TO yamy'3 PK fyTKna yann; 
.fyo8tiv >n iya OEyno DE»# 
• 
"^ yc nyooiru njn PK lyo^aiK nya5yn 
&m ]"t BBMPVD nya^yii ,*in :nynBin" 
? lyopnipB-aypD DBMP nya j^ni ,njn xni^  
v 
.tM3«^va nn^H ]ycyVi vt e»*«i
 v 
•"IB PB lya"V 8 PK wBDija-war 8 
VI BWIiVK .! '^V8P383n^ njH IV B"rt 
T8
 rDXn | n « . B " 1 ^ B"T IH'K T8 »jyB38lB 
,iyby3iyB B'3 H ^ * iyn i*> byii p*5* %TK 
PK i*DB#a-iip3r 8 B381B nn'K jyn nyaij 
TK ,iyan ^TWQ Dip PK JKT ,BI«P ny»8 
D^T PK jyoyanyo D»3 p»^r n ;« Bjni -tm* 

nj>pn$Ti myonw vnrb i j n 
DTjnjyya MR* pw oy D5*II
 pnjn fjajm 
.Brawn 
l$w n PR pniv (WMBlp yrj^K D^D 
VI D'D WyDBPTiRltf JK PR IP3383V33"K 
ID D-I*OPRID3I$P y$R i»
 ftr»]nwDpyBU8o 
-notPBTin PR .injm D^BD^njn i»t 
TTnrowta»o Sjn TB ,^RBJ"R CU^D gn 
H PR tyP»K<DIfDtf i n IlfDMl VVTI^^  PD 
•;*p tw?jm vt ftfw nvT JPB»«K'D»DR 
PV:W n 4D»3nR D'TIR Bp't? iy n$Dp«iD 
,!WUm JlPD B'3 T^R DMPriRB»neDWljn 
-om» tnsn R D*n •unwwyDuw i n IVT 
.SKP aypo 8 PR ' IRHJ? D"anR jyp^w 
,*grpTOwnjn„ iv T^R »nin *»v o*n DV^ R 
JW row BRe> n um ,|y:$T3$ BD»n o*p 
IKPB njn pyiw anya PR nyj"DE> nxn MI 
•tmniyw tnvw BR&P RTR nyi^R 
•vr n gnyuy iv PR ,iyara T O D$H 
lynyt PR |iw*nDD*i5>nin JIB yonijB yro 
,}Rg*lp*OTrOT PB DyDD'D R jyiTBWR 
-*n TO p&ff DiyrEnDpyBi:«D ,DD"n DIP 
KTR PR D"3"lR tWWYD'nR D3yi 8 \V2 
PR oy TR D"p*DWyo R D$n ya5>yvi ART 
-nww tram enip IB /Bwr^ipstMpB,, R 
PR •DJK7«"U¥P ftfPlfDipB TOMK D"3 
era 5*r iR^noD^run rormtni ynjruB 
-pmwtfp PD m r w n jyaya jyo^n nw 
5»T n*DPR1D3$P IWn "3 Dip T3
 fTfO 
•uiwuifp 5*P$D*PB jwnvn 
o;ypy: o**n oy*R Dip ,tM$rya m TOR 
*SJ yt>"5 nywR jw ,grum tnrpeyjonn 
iyD3RToy2. nm &>V gwwoipB ijn 
pm .PR T^yo own PR PR :W wpi 
-nyc gram i n ,t*noyj iw *wo* cnyr, Dip 
iyo"furar5wMt yoWDSMi H oreyfew 
B» \m DDIP wroip pit — | p w TJH pc 
IK TR ,nm8*5 « PR "wy: R O'b o5\y 
PR*1 DPJTS yoRts H ,noR .T31R t&top 
."roern *TOW„ . tyi*w p* I W B n 
nytDD WfliR iyn
 #imjm 0B8B»y:aij DJPtVQ 
T>R ny n» irihrani inyo R 'ijmya DSIJII 
.t>yy^  
.JMtT"R^D8D8 
"a lynajrSRp oyn inufD^nuif DRDSTJR 
'aonasntsw O^ D oywywu \M$ rji^a nyn 
iv ny-i$
 foyo"P w m u iwi^t ^jp oynJBD 
iyc"R^D^D8 nyn pR y» no R ttigrnin 
-"Dn«B3iR IR m iwanymi^ D W5yt8 D*O 
AB»I iy:^t n^ o ,y^yn ,i8DiytrD lytr'x 
nyn$ ; iyvi3 ni lynKC inyo lyajyna oyn 
,Dny-nc'DpyBi:8D-3iD pB prpSoDWtjn tS'6 
; "nyvpaarmsiM ivv^w px T^ R xa9m 
-Wa ^ma Dipi ,jRC*ifpn>ni R D'D iynij 
TD jya^n aya^pnnjtt) iv oy gnap t^ > 
IK^ "R»D^ DR H TR |ynyt IV D3'Dy^ 3R3nVB 
ynyuiK ]yi:yD8 iv opiy^p auyj lya^n ?«t 
.oyo^P 
•^ na njn iwya mriaula nyiyoy-u p'p 
•»O*DR ^y^ ijnij | * w iyn D3yt3"t ^P»t3 
lini DIJT MI 3nM iy33R:yn O»J iyp IR»*»R 
i^  o>j ly^ytsc nmv jn«a n PD ny;MI< 
w jyn;VDR iv priifnim n^t^ v yn3y3^ yj p'P 
[W,Mtv n»*B tyoip, vtfvn ,iyoprtDD i^v y^ R 
-ifDipB njn .Dyo$a jrtf«l PK nyb»ai8 *i 
D'ny33tf PR Din^Byiann IRI nu \W> $W 
cy pnkfmNf »ww *n ?VJ"t oy gm jyiyn 
•gnn*i«Y:nn 
-B»nv D3ypy3 Dan D^ O &W\ Hpjt« n ' 
iy^ "R^D^D» iyn pa D"POD3"iy H pn'ittJ 
nys »i gm ,5»P»D*IB oyn |yo5Rn&iw PM 
-3in oy jy^yo aiaw ly^yoc'ivjif D^ nyB 
|fW nyt:tR tsijn.nynR pa nyaR .pn.TEiv 
\&mw> tD^3 nyn \vm\ W?vw yB^iRB* p*p 
BB* jyc r^ R Dyoaynna iw nriRija'njn ^a 
-a'n n iw ,i3ytt'ya»!>J*>T ^WIrajpW'a' 
iyc D i p l ^ i 1 im PE ywDTTya yooro" 
ijnv .0"v ^DtD'Dtrya3iR IR.^MR Day^ ywij 
ai^aw yDoyfi R iseijw D%W g>«w n 
°%*mffi 
Typum fiajwuia aw*i "vr 
r 
r\ -
-ya 8 VIK PK T>$D pn 5$t i«'V8P383-i# 
m n w i |IM Db£te»mn y no nnip jvnjir 
•jyoy^y »*teiipib3irtfo iron* po prom 
yaSyn *i no PR yoD8ya yirPK pa
 #|y» 
nyo n Dhjnti jyn ."t iv btfnip lynyoe' 
-«tD« DWD proni jytMycy^y ya^trujuws 
•Diyocnv mini DyDnifDMK v n jyn ,m'p 
nv nrwjnn^un^Djn 8 w V* WJ«D jr i 
njn /iya'toiiftiD3inyo nyn PR /T38DB> 
D3yoy5y Tyjynn«Dny pit nytMyaynyto'is 
no mvQyty nm .DtfB3"K pn my*5nyo 
I«n Da^my ony«n^ yaiSm^wMsnywiK 
PK ,otfB3"K pn pn» Djwyia p» B$P pn 
jy3y5 ojn v w pnjyp aieant y?yn D«H 
-n*o iy>jf» WW DU *pt PK ivov im no 
.UtfyoBnv 
wopyom* n IIK |gw nj»«Dpi#p H 
*1 ly-iyoya-iye iv cut | M - W PK DIW 
-IJDK nyn D*D ppav u n po youttfymyo 
•jra iyn»jn 5I#T pjur n bifn PK im^wb 
:PR tn$n»3tt H tftfpipttfiB po jyvi: yiyo 
' jy3"T yafcm ,Diyo*B$ ya*nys iym$?ya iv 
-*PB ojn nnrpODTn J'CD T5m$uD:myB 
H 0031^13818 IKB Djftt jyn .5$P$D 
1
 jwru n ,oyD$3 n D^D iyn$n D'j 5$T row 
5$PIJD*PB 8T8 po jy3$n \VP n$w h yaJyn 
tyitfnav nyo^ K jyJyii DtHyoswRiK iyi$ 
-«? ysfcm tvsiftnyfi H po c p r n y o H ft 
nvrin DDjyD6?t38iK ypn BTUHMD pK \v: 
•IjnrvB 
t8 ,iyoynyo D>3 *j*i* «Jhr» n n iyo 
MI T n o yonymv ,ymy&3$5Biyfi 8t8 PK 
oyoip PK Tyb«ai* tD^ t^D oyn t^ D ,ynytaw 
Dyn
 fo^ooyw3 nm* PK B»»T ys5yn 
-OIK yooya H nyo:iK *I«3I^ T ,pn nyo'x 
iyo iyii Btvnvam .nnx yo»na
 t\mmw |ym PK TK
 #D38ntDy338 PK -=nj3 Donyj 
,Diy»KP jnjytMD-Dnynjm *p iyrn n:»5 
y3^y« ,onyDjriB IIK c i y ^ r o .Dnwnys* 
po oy^D:jn3 yajnyenye "3 jyts^siK 
j n n y w a i KM lyrn ya^yn ,n»iD oaymw 
PK ,in$5 Dya^Jp inyr 8 IKB lytmiK pK 
p\tfp PK iy«sn3J"nK B3"5 IPP iyo jyoyii 
jyta^K yJy^o wm ^ip .n"nD bn*ipo PK 
n prrmt yo^»Jymyo w»tWRh H ?^ K 
iy3*n »5yw jyr^K'DijDK n PK w*ait 
PB 5«HD 8 taiyn. jyo T^ 3 ,ciot>^^v->^0 
^iMroya-ftw-pno ^ 
-»t ya^yii ,iy38DPi»5p yayn yoma >n 
pnw nn^ ««**>ID iyn^V»yo«nx
 V l ;.-: 
P»IDD Mwuhm oyn PK '|yonyjiv5»nDjK 
W asinwny pip D3Bi3y^iD DIJ jv:^n 
|«P PK D118T PK
 fptW yD'VU 8 m^t 
Vrm Dnyaoyo ym jwi D ^
 #D :^ nn^im 
-"V ny>n I^ K ^  Sift vwwnrDuio<<v 
t)«pni^P o5nyo >n TK jypMWnK ane 
ntt PM D*n ,piB*rya lyorSKBD -VT px 
O K pnb T W D«» aawywya 8 IKS r©M3 
/ .inw ps a$D jyiy^  o»: 
CE^ W ItfD D^ n^ B "ODifB y«3^ H p« 
8 PB y^^DISH H BKDKOK ^2101'2 CH 
Djjn DKDB'JK :5y*BBma DIV Auywa 
lyajynswj^iK onyr ttunif nySy^v^s ijny 
WD'>«'»J lyny a^iD^D n no mm© n PK 
ynn^ K PK W^BP^wnt} iyi iv |y;ntns 
•'fi«i nynj8 nyiy> pffii OKWJR PK .yoosya 
iv cpa^ayo y?8 D^D ban t»n« iyjy»* 
lyutfugn H jyjH^nonyo IV p« inyJpiy 
y3*5oi*ii»38*iyo ~\nyt> n pa D'D<ftfB p« 
I^ ntsya IDBJ? "DD^B y^j„ n u^n ,va»:»j;n 
nyosy [yjioy: *in>K oijn DI^I .ii2n njn 
PK ,ony"i^ inaypmaw tie pmoMK cyi 
lyatjn DVH ,H po fiyp H HMK omnpD,i 
JHW *iya8opiif5p H )y38o iv 0"3i8 n 
ny:^p PK 3n5w
 rt03*iftyj m .:^siy i« 
rfinw 038»y3 DD )mwv 18 UGH ,o%J 
! va nnim oascyi jw 
.pn jyjyp lyiDBta^tjn *i ufft 
Difii ,iy^8iny D3ypy3 D^ n iyc o p 
ya^bV y»vy? po D8D5nyi D58 xnmB 
pw |J» oijn
 #o5iy oyn ' p t t f c l»a*» 
PB jyay? oyn pK 33i3»^iy y"3 8 D:y>-.y": 
•Byip ynytDD3^ B H : m w IJWJOIWIISP iyi 
eny3?8iiy3 ^u nyns na jya^n yafcm jw 
">viy3BMK t3vy^  jystjn ,iy3i58D »i PK nfny 
iy«f5 iv ty338oy33$ lya^n «t ,BW cyi rva 
njn VIK .*P5*DW |ye»w yDsDc v%i iww 
-3yn3K lysijnpy: *n jyaijn "wyiW y»s:1Bw 
tpiR mcatft ,jy33,o,D troayna i W* »W 
onyr Timja W»*rn oxn po 1^-'^- v 
.*DyDvo^pw po nynytwiss *i PN n I Iyc 
ooi5e3"Kya Diyft ppnttovanv y"1" 
n DIK PK ,jyc3yD yo'iw ps BW«M n« 
nypiyii MJWHJJ vnV/ njn L. 
"DD$5 JT3 *U nffl ?n» S 183 
J"t pn T8 ,0"W \K& £TUfJ D'O D'3n$T 
D$n 3:iD"V rowpno 8 JIB n^opsnyn 
ijn »njni 5$T 'PDIUFW tim m ,JW*I 8t» 
1JH f8H8P |1K "DDny»n$E„ pB HfOPOTyi 
."tJ"1D T»D"318„ i n f i a t f JIB n$Bp»nyn 
- B n w x n ps tDasoya D»a iyo5ifli yt«a 
-nwanK nyn$ W B P M I P M P |"p \vo 
«i i»>*n jnyenyD w nya* j e ^ w 
H wpi Dip iv v'fcnw PK i m p w r u t , 
ftnuti |yj"T lyoBncD^v 
-ip Dip ,D3$ty3 n*o jyaip Dip D$ PK 
PK IMS tyj^ T Dip pK ,D3"Dy3 TD |K3 
5w J"t 3yo "DD$B P":„ n JMW I W D 
ps |KM cjn PK'DU — lySpwn you &'D 
*8t 1 ^ PK ,33inny5y3 PB PK ittMrw$ 
"T^tt.WU 'P'P PU DU "DD1JB y"3„ »i 
*i PB 5mmon« nin jjni j n t f t r np ip 
DfrnyanypK jyoy"3 n jyn ,|y5p*an8 
#iyJn^ By3 *i ,iyp38nya *j DMR W J K W W 
i rw-vno n bMojra tap 0*11 /D^*B H 
.vna5*Bny uuynya 
OT PK ]P3V /ID DO T« ,PK ncK 1JH 
"D"3 Dyn pK J'1>W PR TUWP D3^»n H 
,otp *OD$B y"3„ H lyaftm warms WFV 
Trw ,083ip ya^oy yovitf n 5y»xy*D 
•PHtfP ynyt3iK ps syp H p« »3«nay3 
.wrmny m \VP \VO jSt&fii w .iya«o 
myi) 5*OB D*D 5$T m o p tewn n TK 
« Itt l y a w w i 1* l"t w D3yoyBts«p 
"w oonya oy j3io"V vrtvwyw yo*v» 
>P3'3 8 D'D |8D-ir3V 8 IJHy^  IV 338* 1*383 
;cy ,338?^nyr nysi^ oorw oy ,yaywp p8 
{8srnpw 8 tnjm \vn ra ipnnw* ttpttb 
IPs MI ,P3 ,jyri8n \'v>t> PK iyrt I'tD e^ 
PC iyp3<nyi ojn e*o p*8 »DP8it n» .03<JT 
.3y3 oyn jyDi8v,iy D3ypy3 pifn jyo »iv-
nMK ,"0DtjB y"3w nyn pK DiyDtD:y3 |MV 
jyani b83WS jyan^B pa ^yp^i8 nyt3iK 
•yn y"3 pK yttf8 n nyD3iK ODIJB y^3 H„ 
8 m pov oifn tnyiMMyya pK ."I^^VPBT 
iyt*5y3o.MK oijn ny .DD^anwt ny3^ nyB 
-3»# jyDjyouns p« |yopsB yoD3'03»n H 
yn3yD n^y3:iK n^s 8 pK ^n oyBytrDy3 
.oyn nMK nyEo:y pn D338^ nyn p« nyDnyi) 
-y3yt?TT oyn ny DTp>onp ansynya^ansfi 
.I8tnya onytsynpyo ^81 
-"3nyo:'K n D»n p^8 DP8B W ,p3 
DIV penyo p'K pc D$n iK^JhUlfP 9KJV^ 
ny Ijnyni. 33ip:«ny3 nyoosny tD'D jyo^nv 
p.K nyoynpyo Hrvnwri jys^yr oyn tj^ rum 
,t3p8B nyn jawSya ynyoyn3 HMK 1*3 
nya nytsiN pc yoo8y3 Hrttanri n ctjn 
-y3 B$n D{jn jyD^ayj MVQ MTB fyiyit i^83 
Cljn ,P'3V .3V3 V^ 331D^ n3lJ 313y3 pM t3Bl8T 
iv t3"PD8tpnyDDMK nnyo iyp:yc ? t^ ny 
nyn iv ^n t3ony3 ny pm jywyo yty*n 
.jjQinB' ny^t n»w wfinycD3yrf pfi D"3n«' 
?yp^ Dn8 iyo:^ Dnyn oyn px iy3^n T D 
oyn fpm WWW C*w nyscyDByo ny?) 
-y3 ^3 vyany p« Dijn Dipi Dijn T8 ,t3P8E 
~\yi vo tDn^DBB Dijn Dijn ,|yn^ D8B tD3yp 
."•BIJ 18 lyayanys'K nm .nn«^3 w^t^n 
8 ps n3yn H p« 33iD"V w w r n D y^ y^ v 
33i3yny3 nyn p« 5^o j«p. »^ K Dip) lycayo 
lyownn 1MP 58D JWP own PK ,jyiW3 tD>3 
nyaSyii IIK ,nrrK PK iyow3 D»3 5«ntD38 
•ya vwi ya5yn lyn^oyo H p* 0^ 3 M*i5a 
P*p lib o5»n wye KTK—wnays Sai^ m 
ysri3 i"p PB PK w^pyo |"P p© ^W)8B 
.nyoynonyB ny3^ DD"3 ny«t fynijwya IW 
-88 Dm oijn ny38DPi*5p n "3 nsynnyn 
fonoyi to*" oy «fl ,08n o^n pit ,OVD 
-tW yany»no ^T D^O fys r^ns 
? cyT m p*a» enyBD3y DIJI\ pk .?y»8t3 
i , 
28 npjrupi UJTQ 
"3 B a^nt* nrro* *ni pt Bworitjn ijn 
pit Bny^ns D*T"$ ^W*V13 *T 
c-ipp^copn pn i**;i> 8 PK 72 5KP*5> 
i j w n * PK 5KP*5> -ijn ,DI*5"D D H " > PK 
TIM ,PHIY i r w "iiv PBK;P jp"i*uP3 DIM 
r : w PK r e n w c p D I . T K D W DPTV*ID 
VPK -.«B tfnepumit U P 1P2K n o*n ,t«$p 
-jfp B*J ^»| nnm n TK ,5P'E »ii* -.p3Dpc jn 
-*38n* jU'Bsyo DM w r a r : w i«p ; IPS 
npscjro npxppiD D'D nr;*'ygr 
Dtpi MPDUHPlf w i t pc D"v PDsnp •n 
VBirunw P"; p^« m D5p-[j*nw 72 Jicp^5 
pjfrWK D«e I P ttDnp;cnn ,D ;V:V 
-pDKo npr "WD .jW"pr3"5D i»c nyDtp 
D'J T*K npD"an» H pB arjnMraire ipJpn 
-"t p r u x y o o ^ y w n . p r w w D3"I*TP: 
D^WJmif pfcc 53 m iP3\jjm D*: ?PHP; IP: 
*W #t"TB JP2$PT DPT 1KB D"2n8P3 IPC D*H 
' T3#na waxy *ip"t ,o"v pjpapi 
W&P81B "inpo pf? IV D ; " ^ 'D3PBTIMK 
,pK ,e»opi*ynD 'ii ,DiDP3*w*pnD p« 
PC JP38D IV IP11P3 PK D"31K PDBHP p'T 
>PP'5p p*p tD>: pK ;p|*3V 8 72 5KP*;> 
"D'riK 72 *KP*5 B*n 1911 DDWI* pK 
•uiB 1*3 pK ,P"nao 5mp3yt?n 8 tpcnp; 
D5PDPDP3 5>Kp*5 1P1 D*H |PP"1DD |p3*ll 
-p; DD*DCP3 T'K DP .DPD*3 P3"T P?8 b'J3 
,itfii K ipiJiDt? 50 w f t IPD"3IK iv jp-i*v( 
n»B D?-n*vp3. D>PB*n ,3*D tP35>8n K n w 
P$8 "1KB DptrrvMi p« T"T 8 p* C"D1P11* 
.1PD"318 
-»t pipnno n 3H3P3*n pic ,in*< opn 
DPI PK ,DIM*383'I* Bia ;H3P"T PK IP2 
DPD*3 P$K D'D IP^ OPD « !P33l5P3 5KP*? 
-mi pK t*n 8 !PoiPP2 PR P»IDD 8 in* 
,1*11 8 IK?*! "11* IV 1P3PC P?8 18B DWW1 
ri'18 1*11 8 "W5ip 1 1P5nM0 ^ 8 *18B PK 
DPI npo PK aanrrmi panpnnB pnp^ r 
-*11P3 DiP3p5pnPE T^K DPD?2 ?H*V n 0*11 
t^ K A912 pK 43 *|MK 1911 pK 57 pB IP1 
npc npBPC n PK nPB^anK ?n*v n npa* 
tinK in i r tPDYxtf 185 ps prufwa tnpoxn: 
.in*1 IPTPH 220 
j w r p n o n t r n DXP^ D*H 72 5KP*J 
-w5 w w n j p r w K n * iv p5pna npa*K 
t«
 # t » f n 1*0 .iP28D0Pn PK D18*"D DH 
Tn^Bip pn Ti8 wm JKP*5 IPT 
•ma on** nm . 
ojnpvs'D im pn iv DnjanpE D$^ .< 
Dipt 2 ?KP8^ Dipt pWlJOHtWpDKO Ijn 
,"1P3UP2 PB 5fl»V J'K ,t*K J^H TK2"J BIW: 
npi , i ipc8 n n m PK ^Sjpn» i» nn:p: 
-p: IP11P3 T^ K ,^KP*? pis ip^np;pt-=r;r-
'(D?pDtry; pnapjPiUK H a*n ip jjn^  ro^r 
IV \va\p iv "T dBJ>lW op Dlpl : PJK-C ,n 
-(p38Drfl*^P n D*ll JPMl5fl8MVB;PC8r: p5» 
•^PI pK lP3"n^:"K 1P3* ,ni3 BDII J$*3V 
K PPKO D2"52 DP .DU "T -IPSip ppjr 
.nJKtr P3i«n 
-»B PK 1P38C DT1PD PK Pl*5p Srtipp H 
,i:ptMD-"n ipw DV86?p: BTPV. K»U5HK5 
pa8? wi .tarwB put *T jprn ppw pn 
P338D pK .PDpmp: 8 PK 1PD"21K ^ I1B 
"IK *n I"18 IPD1P T 3 T'K DP JP11
 r i nW 
"18 PK HHB 1JH PK 1P3"T 8 "P'E 1PBM2 
•WHrb»3 IP! .T3P2* PK OPBC P2 JP0«3 
5K1PJPSPT1 8 V1K D1811 D51P 1PDW3 
P"iBD npn pn DPII DP \m - .P^IDD 
/ n tP3*t MtK — jpeip «t pAm 181 Sroa 
"P3 1PB^31K H ipe»nv i n o*n DVP' 
"BTIPD *1 .apnpnpwa DI*D » c:^t 
PK ,5KP*5 ipnn3itP3 8 iP3*n jp^n npawa 
1JH JP3P3 tP3"? P*OP358 PK 1p28np^5? '" 
inp: T^ K DP .5KP*^ DPI ps nfr*nm 
IP5*t PDOKP3 5mP3P»n n TK , : ^ M : 
.5P3*1B DPn JPD3*5^ 11K 1PH8 pDWin^lV 
PB D5KP#» P3'-,.2*K n D3385V238 D*ll 
,55 P8 15 ?KP*? '11 ,^ K3*CM3iPDrH TP1 
.D1*BP1 JPDD3P3 P«B pK 
"I*B 8 JPPnPDP3 1*3 I^ K 5m Dl^ D1S 
.p*03P?8 PK K*B*P185*B |WP11 1PD1P11 
-P3 D*n ,IPDl4 DPT 1P3DPDBPD ,n2^ ]VVm, 
33l508T1pB-DDPD*1B 8 |jn3'BB8W D^I 
TfW PK 1*t3DP PB 331K'nBP3 1PT |P3yil 
-J^ K IPB"1*fiD,,n DPI pK P1813 pK ^B*M1 
tp3* i n D*n DP Ml .1P11PD B3Jh3PBP1 
-DnKDC •'i !P2*r
 r|JftniWDni8 mww 
opn pn iv ^5no B»3 |PD*5B»P3 W r t B 
!P""1BP2 Ml IPDDP»*1B P3^Pt8 B'O 1WPD 
npupD IPT DM13 *n PK ,npnn*BnyD":ii* 
jp#3 n B»B tPiiP3 np T^K Dppnpa nw t'K 
n .D3PMP3 t3*n *Dn*DE'w H pK ,DWWD 
txn«iiP3 TPtt5Knp33* PK t*,V8iBD:*,2r 
rpsnp nis .5*n g r a DPI ps D;*IE P* 
DDPlinDP3Mn H PB P3"K 1MK ,tD"ll ,»»M1 
-iPB 5pii^D ipn i n D*n ^wftnjtf'fi W 
V* ?K^nP5pjnw 1P7 PB D38^ V3 PN lJ»y5P 
...*o:pi:V£V"rN 
.» .11 .3 !> .K 1pt»38ri* 
*^ 
Wwi IUJWW» on^pjn 22 
ISDTTtn 1KDI0KD T J P » l f JIB D 3 T » 
• TWO irwpjnpp .jan T J is 
53 7RP$> PK i n n prunwi BTO«3S 
-ya 2tfi\ TK W MPI W ^DiyQKP PHWJ 
PK wmmw "un p » a a ^ c « DOT 
-pa.TD jya$n j inx yiy"r BWRKKPIK 
-cyo po ii'D^D >ycyBo « jyatjn ix DO'&P 
-ya-UWKnyaa* PK aawe i w n .onya 
fo"iip»D on"? n "3 m MI* PK 9mp& 
-yoyi; s w l»i* >KP$? jym PK i?r Diana 
oiyw oy can ,Q"pa^ynD yopiBotnya w 
ny nnK [yowi IX DPBP WBJ r«vuw"x 
PK onyOBP w v n » D y^cjy^ y nyn .a?$a 
IBB lyova^B'XDn ^nv® K ^yiyoya B 
"a o;yiyjya pre ni finvwbBMIHWUtfiif 
«D"H|>»D on"? n 
tpo awya pw pa I*K jyn ,tt«n PK 
T« >M1 ,i*^pnDD:-K *B ?y b"3iB |«o 
-ip ynynj« n jyayn pDanainjb l"K 
;i«0Hfc.pK K'B?yi»>»B yaiaa ,D?KP 
3*n ,D>KP*P yo:$Dnyn »nw n lyonK 
-p n iv apipyaix baymja jsw UJK in *p« 
2 5>KPJJ? pit ( o w ^ a Mpp) by D?KP 
D?KP9? yi^a .(nyasD DVIPD PK pii$$p) 
PK «i pa i?R b»w ,D"x TJH nytaaiK jysijn 
jtM jyaaitoKnyBayoBo bgnya. K'arynB^a 
jynyn ix pnyviya oaaBihE I*K pa y v u ix 
D?8 PK ^wjfB^nyorn nyi pa iyc$a p« 
"»5 09£> l"0 tf'BW I*K a$n ny2>yi8 
aatfcBncayDsa W K agnya D$n 69 >KP 
iynna PK T O nvonit .iyc23 oyi DDUMK 
oy .pn$' w pa jyoipya wxyso iifptfys 
"WH p i nyonpyo -.yn taiynya ^MK c*n 
- , ,a u r a p ,py5a mnna ^Kptf jie w * a 
.$KPy> I'IKB D"an» you r-w mm , W * I 
l»m oitn pamrm v i aijn i*u »» i« 
8 ps T"D Djn lyownyB x& pw njnna 
pB yzroffi i n pu IVOIP S»r WW , I K ^ T 
*w mrumojjaum myt ttfgu oy /TK^KD 
nyin TK jyijni WfrTDyj ^ r oysy ;K ,{jm 
co»n oy
 #unjni tTO^ny^w ?*t ^«P^5> 
• Trr»ru ijyiMD n pa '« prnyi w r^n n 
irryD D»J i n wrevx vc^v^^t p« o;n 
i n PK (130) ^ D « T I PK Iruniia 8 ni 
yr:yv, f:w ip PH «i -jy^mv pn jjpn* 
"**fi njn n»s pno.ix oyey a«Jw pr^ M Dyti 
'2-K n i»5ipi . 5 K P ^ csyi PB urweKi 
•jn po 5 ^ B ^ " 3 K imran wnyapno yan 
D^X 5»y*B nt« lyaysyapy '^B PK n*^nw9 
"»J2 onytr^'B n prt^wi ,5KP#5 oyn 1MB 
^ynftsyanu TTIVO, n p PK ,"r»^pr is 
^^" i^ iyoj 'K wjnnrttf "lynonyv, 
— ; w a r cnypiiw teWTW on»v |yoi9 QyT VM pa ;;iu"":«f Ty»8 DM? 
•yso ^cryiBP's ^ ; tynn^fiyaa^ BDUMK 
oyi jyin^Bnif fit ?8pij? iys?yn IX ?y^ x 
D"X J«D jyu PK ,D1{J?"U DH"? pB 1"1U 
pitjpp o^  ?KPtjp iye?yn inK ,|yan?iy Byn 
.D-tf/DKP 
- , , K lyaisyj TK IW*n ivswt? p'o "a 
;IK ,4a ?KP$? pa nynyvau^o yaom y r : 
D'D lyifitrya B Dtsna 3(jn T « *fl cyi ^ : 
33»D^D nruyttttin B iyD?Bny;asj pK «i 
-ny T « atjn
 #yirpipytpy rKPij? njn ro?D 
•ija oy IB wx? yanymo yxjBJ.n lyinya 
"Da^XBpaWwj H praaKEiv i^ T* tanan 
.^ j Dtp p& -jt$a t3"ai8 
#iy;y?B yonw o^yMjyao1?* jyayn TO 
•Kipnni nys'x nya« ,yaBca"» nga I^EK 
ix iyDi;y'a y>K in pifii VD .nyayi'B yo 
,nyEy^ pK iyi;y:y: n lyonm ,D^aiK lyn 
jya»n vc pyo^aiK n jyEyio \yp \vo IKD 
"Win »l ,iyo"anK n B^D jynyn jya;KEyj;^ 
n |yajni lynyrpiy PK iyay?ya jjnyoaw 
•:« ?yo'3 » Tin jyoip >n ix jyp own K5'n 
i\n-yiy?3W P « »D»n ny^: pa aaiaaynw 
.jypvn iyoi:ya po«n 
vo lyatjn D*S* ^myaywtn njn inn 
•"iimya ix D»nayay>ya n cvnya l*w t^ n 
iyi;8Ey:;jj PK DDyfe*? njnayrnD y^y'B jy? 
yoanyanypya |1K . iyaa,CD-B8B' lyaijn 
nymraiK n pa y;«^ n .lyaj^D'Q'iyaoyts 
•*n unaiDCDD^aiK n .i^pynt^ iji PK 
jxf tyf t jya"t Dyc?n"ii r i PK- y;:B5> iya 
o^n^xya n PK w i s iK^fi 15 pa 10 pa 
l ^ i y>iB 8 "IBB lynipya nytD^ann bifiY 
-EKC jyBnya oxy^ prim i:y3K pny ' 
ix in jypni !ytD8D5»ityT n innt jyaa'D'o 
ytDxy^  a;^D8nyEayD8o 8 "3 .you pn 
>n»x yw»ii 8 -lyaippya^nK T O iya*n i«n 
-83 PK D^aiK-tDsnn n .nyiy^at3,oNy,,a 
-ijny^ao^D yt^8 n ivanpixpnix T ^ T D 
-lyscyo oyn "3 >aRid lysBD »i PK 
iya"T
 rny2cytDByo jyol4. oyn $w w&p 
-lx'iyi PK ytscBya y^a lyni^ nya Dkmrw 
-i8 ym: \\r\u \&m »f W ^K »t !^ B »ff 
.WV«t*;»a-n# ny? i8B c : 
•^ K^ :*n ip»reyow*aiK ya^yt n 
21 *»yp*n$nn * w 
nayo 25 nyaoyo Bynj unjp n«» itfn*xa»i 
k
 . l iwipaaio iron (i n*B 
pa jy:mt3«x 1 lya^^Knyc jyajm 
-ya3$ l»i v&atp*B p i i$wyiu$p ayi ' o 
n yafym PH ,ttP*rtiun e irnniya lyoi: 
P i inyaix3»ni BVinBD3** B^yii .a .y j m 
nys ix mqp latfvn ojn B»D ipaai^awnyB 
,ijmfi*ntro>»» y^» pu yajpomi n |yjua»i 
.om* uflii opBiD«p witt n jw^m 
yji3»>i pn v»i T i a>a aaaJrv* ny"« on* 
lifieya jyp
 w n MIB »n j juno p»n -qmiyn 
T» lya^ii «3 .n*n n p i ,n .y j r o n . 
V BUS yaoiavya v n«o lyfayrani a»iin 
-^tjmyB, n iyD»n tyi yabyn ,yB»o$p panfci 
iya*n ^ 1 nnmBaaiB^iinyB «i ."nauncjuiB 
e iIK iyrnv;;c e lyoiatfya is Bdtftrttfn in 
TWP if nyaiyn n io .an^any iw Yw*a 
e nu m Byiyi3i pip v * p»n on^eny n$ 
yatyn /i)D»n» ' m nyi* "»tt jii Biuytyp 
-in yoniya I»B vteisiiBariyB pn nynp> gyjrgt 
**? M"n ^n* "nx n ps ny3"i .lyaartima 
Bitpsny Hi Tw$a n /njany IUPVB nyn pn 
-Baaietonyo njn IX " p t e w u w w pii ^ t 
•nam 
-jm awByaann ^ i aii>3"inj« n iyii 
ayjfpBjrj tyac*? jrtyix3«3iB n lye^ii
 #ljn 
-on'i n p i ^yafltjanyBnyp yi»a "a UHVWa 
pM aai!?"o ,B3yotrny3yo ^ m *UJB jya&j 
jjnyii toBDya BJJTPJTJ urn^n wmponi ynjna« 
.va^ia 
-a* BO lynya B ^ H oamya *iyvito*i*o njn 
Qjaut Bji»n ?« ,nn »*i w3* Ijn .lyxytm 
.vtawiBamys B»a DJ»»P i» >nwinyi n 
•oa^n M* '« o '^ B«MSi r»y"» ly f^iijr m 
UTQni looaSjn »? m BM^ njn^ aw n«B wayajn 
lPD"1tt » 1P(5 "»jny^ P ' i P> BD1^ B5"KJ?3 
p i jrt'Mi v "MIB MI B»D Bnpaw o$n njnp'^ 
ai^ w n»i D«« itfB ojn - p " najnnyn
 #D»B^ 
VTJTO a«npa BBa^ jrt jn?Bp«nyn n unAtfn
 fn^ B 
3^ « pit ,E3pDBn»Bjn p»i |»i njny B«nniB 
p i oomftn
 #tn»B»Jt« "I |9B6fll umutix 
yefinyMTH y^rajn K p» 'D» i^B h Bin»Bjyjonn 
BTB3y?jnBr» « ^ ^ ^ D»«
 #nBBn"053lB^BU")J?B 
jnrani p i i r«u»o Dajroj^ u 
^ip^> n p MI ijrBByip nnjro ^»B inn«i B011 
-«T'3ttJn» n p i /3"» jnnip K PM lycny
 w 
. lWm i?oi3nj»aii 1^3 no B'ciK-c;tftS 
n^n wyonw D*\>fb ojn n«B n»>2nK n 
-«0 « D^ « 3^*»X I»D PC ^»fi BDn^ '^E 1 -
Vi w ,OMTJ pniin^ pi BsnvBH* vznz$: 
BIQ B&WU'i p i jyaM^nyB ^ n w ? -qruM 
Mr*Wv WW jw*vi jn»ojra n pc y m 
?>i WMMl B3yon«3 Dtv.4 iyi .]ycc'nc^ >«x 
IjnsDiiy »nyi n»» layin^ys p i BJKDjnjreJ.K 
yai»3"i BUT .iyJi-)fi-nyan3iK njo»i nyip 
tflt^p n.pB »»i
 #bjnn^ ^ n w t nyi"o^» iic #
^i p i raftr* **? JJ» wrn am ^i»i^ipi»o 
oiyooyo jrti»8pij j^r^ BMi BPBB oyi asmeara 
anpi ^iravt nyn D^» D^T p i
 runvn TO 
-"^np-PD n t»i ]«T ,iynjMjtfDmB "? IVB IU 
"i«» T» ,iy3yaw iyo no i(p .E=IW B»: JHS-
l«i*Bjn"^ i^J<jBf»unyB3ii *i D(jii CDI^'D DJTI 
Bijrayj Mii O^T E<jn ^V3IIVT B^T ijttjMomK 
ps ^yam v ao^p nya»npo3iD lyaipps is 
n»o lyii
 #BD»»n D<JT ,THTB |ii»»ipDaw D^ T 
lio jyayp DB3yty»iMi « ]i»»D^p tyay; U'?KT 
T i .liOTtipoaiB iyiy» pfi B3yo 15 iy:i<n IM 
yaoya D^T T» ,BI^» B « lyoipyj onui i»s 
yoni533nK nyn 1KB tyaitm »t B»3 |yny3 etyn 
ayi iyay3 ix ijn»a^iB nu
 lD3^ tra»npo2iD -pn 
ya^yn ,nyny^3aiD n « tijB ai^oai ^aiwi 
.ayn I«B nrnmi in jy^ jni 
BJH ]yaya tt B»3 HBUT y*
 #BU Bpjjnya 
lyayp B^II n is I«B .n ,n ,iyoy^ ^ ^nwt 
Ijwyp D^II , n is »«B p i BBtnc *TB ll»jrt 
ipya « iMVa nam Vi .1W* B'3 cn,K 
Bfii nyiyt^oa'D yauy» n is tesiivi 3?T 
ni'TB nya»i &onv yaosiy iv lyty^ l?^'i 
lyoipya VD UTB^ iii aai3»o p»o n«3 j»tfOti 
-ny Byn .iya3ep^B« y»nB 10,000 Dsycoayn 
H> iinijra iyB3(jpi^ B» n lyo^n nnK* iy=^  
iyay3 -ijrr |in
 #iya«3yw lajrnw y3'2"K B»B 
?3ii B^^H ijwsyo 10,000 n w hmiw Djn 
inyo B»3*O « i i ^T 100 W 1» WWW nw 
T^ i3ynnjni ,B3"n t3ii BD^ JP «^3mtfT i n »w 
MI ^y'B >it« ^ D m i Bjjnya TO lya^n ij>i 
fifi 250 l« D3yBopy i» «i»ii M"n IW" ^,Q 
,E»j:tfO K 
-BnpoaiB Djn lynyojnanyB ix life B 1*3 
ps iy33«^ iyB ix t»i ^ r i i f t iy»3ii t « JH» 
h i in ,p*»u» i»i i»i ^yxyao
 fc6ip^ yn?T;iK 
tj^ ?«t obip^ H c<r» ,OMI3 f i •rtyWW"* 
jrvW Ml , n .tfjWHfrttVP J,2 TysyttHRop 
eji»n P S iy3Rn ,Tyry^3B»D-iymfi no DJROP'1 
-m pjnjn^iB'a ^»« ntR iy3Rn E3ypyj ™ 
PM o3'EBytry:i lynyj ty3"T cy »? p i ty»B 
lyBRn c^joyo ljrp ^»p^ nyn .Tystr-tRop 
Tjn I1* Tjmww 6,000 n urvnaan* is 
.pinco hngjyyti R in* ?TR» 10 BTREB* 
;i:p aniwhs n w»n pw PR wnmja*« 
;n8 t)» TO H»«3iii iyDRo JTDM-U TR ,onnj 
. W V P W T R BO opmsD tonyaywri 
B«fni >i ii« Dnyp«objm nrrfrvifi n 
IjFJptl B3R?y3 Bcny RT IR.T V R DRH ,CRT 
?K?R7 Uttjm V1R J»B3»T liayj T'R ,41 }Rp$7 
pi ,nyp"ocyvt lyvnitra pR cyo»D ,60 
.-lycuiK 20,000 113? t« BRH PTR' i«a psbyy 
-ya •vtoner PR njm»*3"m n utvns J « # n 
;_- PC 0T1BC TyT Ml 1RT TJH3R pip ]1K ,Bpm 
iyBny33yBRns B O "? tsjni pmED ^nyaytm 
.U^RO Tyoyii jutf n?m p« 
62 ftpjfi Hpap Dijrpn^n DTH w i m n 
- O R - y e w R KrtfUfijra^ j man lyasy^ oyi BR*T 
-OR3TR P R vna^RBTy ijmya P R P R ^ i s u c 
TyB'OTR H PR ,"iyay» yDMT3 yJO"R |JHM 
n tyoRns as^n | y $ j w TysytriROP n p i 
,Tyijr>Saftna ETyT3in y30"R tic I R O U ys;H3 
* nnjrtpny ifijnn n SPRT J J O " D pna TR3 
n .in** ly tyn pe jnay is pinao tatyayvn 
1«i I r a n nyB»nR n IR ,iy3"t ijmsnonR 
.ipEpc n U?TRVIJ?D pit ijrcniR pjw 
1?TR 60,000 '7 1JW"T J313"B p»D 183 
rc:»t3"ijn in pit Tya"nR Taptno 70 
PR cp"iEB *T pR.Dp"Tac TRB »"ia Dims 
-3y3j?3 jnjrwR is i « ^ n y i P K ure^i i PTH» Pa 
-y^3E»D ty»B E^RT^ya PR TyaOyil EORpp ]?T 
^R:Rtf».»aiJ«22»R 1JN31R IS BHJHP J^T'B PR "1JH 
.13RIi;'C 
•Ki'lR W 3^1 PR ]T\yzV B»3 t|1RT IRt ]»? 
•pa P R i ja^s iK jmnii^Ranyoo n lynma 
1»I! jHtt'JI MtR B»3 PR BlREt? |S«p ^ " » .PW 
PR ,p1Ri P3 PR CRT Ml ^nEDVU'R nyMSK 
-'jirjn P^JJ IR ijrsjri B»a vaiM I?P E I R E ? i»»p 
i»o CRII ijrc»3np jnR33»^nj?i> n BID unsws 
"irB""U Hfcya T31R u?p CRT m
 fww%w* WP 
='CR ^myjjivi!! i jn IR ,nj?aa»*n nam i 1 * 
« ]p2?3 BR2RO 6 TJH» 5 ]?ECPP3 H TRD R^T 
•:??3 yoiD R c»RpR^ m r i ; * n « Jw< 25 ^ptf 
R 13^nR»?2 PB JTOTRB 1JH ]'R ER3RO IjnjT1 
•::H'XRt»3R3nR TRD C^>3 jnjr»i P I EC^yn 
-1?ESn?B 173JTP l^RT C^ RFR^  H '13 ,WtP\t 
.wprmxt w B"-u pn PR ijwtjnp jny**i iw 
, OT1?3TJTE31R E*P» ERH JK6jm ,72 ^H?RV . 
"PVU 1»R CTR^iiB D»T"^ ]T P » «n»H3RJ1R H 
<St**RB'b ^ytS3R3»B tiR 1MR 1*J E3'BM3
 f |»5 
PIPITS ]iR piBORp-C3Ri»«T'3R3TR njH ' ^ " " 
, I » T B iyn P R , R B U ^RPR!> Dpi p R lyrRniR 
tyDRtlX UTSRn ]R»3P ^RSRCM^STDS'R IJH PR 
.WWII »?Bnjr3 BO ^RT piiTED p i p TR o p i M W 
^ 3 R lj;3"? WRl DJT3y33R3nyB PJTI 1TH 
jr=^n i n n
 tvno I»R |p«njfi3jr lyoip^iRB 
CRT pB IWilRIWyj THRi DJT Bipl b*p$i TJTT 
^ W t ? n ( « P B jNiRTB n wra^nwDMR »o 
,p»ncD 
T13 PR 1 9 0 9 PR 2 5 Sliptfl PB 3J?M T^T 
IS 1"^n^B 1»R .3JU TVTR33i^3Tj;B R WW 
I P B B n n p DJTT TRB OTpnopD BTyT3in TRB H 
l P 1 » n p P"TE0 ]'2R3 'TRpR^ TJT T»R ,P"TBD 
TJH ym .W*te«B 9,000 E3j?nR3 IS D«VU 
,im?M BTP^3BMR EMBJU B^ RDyT ERH P"TBD 
n»na pR ijm"3TR TBCTHVO »T anayiR^nja»R 
1RUP p i TJTTy^-EiD n PR
 #BVP3R3TR BO 
T^T P R ir3icy3 TM ijraRn Tjmjrarnpai' n P R 
.EJ7E1TR31D 
npEB? ^y'B m iyia«3 njm'iTtf D^K i j rmi 
"Tpn'R ,TJT3yO lyiHB CRT l>1 DT*»TB jnjT"! PR 
H PR C3RP0 py^D »1 IJOip DV 1^ 11 EBMH 
TJTBiOTR 'T Unsm l«T ,D3RV"PRn TRfi iyE"S 
PR ^yE^yioiR isrs3R3 ]IR Eyos nyBjjty n PR 
p i p eta ]y3"t T*HB PR yoDTnyO n 1R11 BTRT 
PR BKtr-]ROP n BnyEe* TyTy^3Bio-iR»3p 
i n ERH 25 ^R"R^ .lyTR^iyfi ijnjfil 1* nnRByj 
pjrt*a l y i y is Byos TR ,y3«^ nyn J»R iy3iBy3 
PB BB y^n R iyTUOR3TRyT BTlDyj »t BRrt tRt'D 
ytrain (* E^D |yp«neD P R TyijwiROP yniVR 
•^i IRPD py^c I 'ann ty:nn CRII ,Dyc^3 ^HRX 
|ROI> yiy"T iy3"2isBiR Buns^y^yj n l'yois 
•BKtr yeennyo n .TyB^STR j^OinDO «IMR 
,1J?33H3y3 tpi^iyB ]y3»i DP"TBD 
-iirEpyBi3RD 7y*B iy;Rn THRI w&yb oyr 
oyn TTIT P R UV^„ i y " i iyB»3y3DiR onyn 
I'K DSP1 ' .^ y33133Hy2-BRB, H iyB'3y301R 1MR 
PR yE?my3 « nnyt nyB"2TR n P B y3R^ > n 
'7H IR "fill lynyn ETycy^y3CMR nynyni TU iyp 
•nyfi ynynns n EyB2Ry33iR .pnTED Dy3i»oy3 
iyo TID ,33iB^RinyB C^R?R^ oyr pR lyiy^ 
iya»i lynytoyB n TR iy2Rn iy3M P R nyaR 
DRT .PR
 lE»ip3^iny31R PB iyOipy3DM1R BO 
H B^RH nysytr n I^R c^ yaRTB nyjoyn BID 
-ya nycya P R i y : o ^y»B E3ypy3 33iB^RinyB 
tR , P R 33i3"C i?'0 . lysu ois 1JHJH Biyi3y 
p» yB^»n ys^ayo y^ ?R lyoipya ^RT ^R?R^ nyr 
IR»SREOR n lynnifii^R CBR %R3H»»njnu»R 
,p»nBD ^RTy3ytpn K V » * 
tynix J.}n I»R ny^yn i t , I R ^ 3 P yEopya. n 
,TyBRT 4 1 * s p ^ P R ,B*ipo»»pnyDBiiR Ty»R 
-R^ ? TytH .1ROP TySROCyTTIMH P R V3VO»p 
PR B"P3*EyHE PB T^yB'BBMn Tn»R ERn *)*P 
1R lya^sTR T»na P R .Vnitttra PR p^pna 
TO 1* CKn W^J1 n n» w»yui 6,000 rw 




evvuiro vn aiSotroi janra B .Tns on 
/ljajme* B"» jmip s "W ijn^ija 
fciB* pajwnjn K i n * t7B"3nB wm p * 
D P w e^n C'EK ^myajwn i p pit IJ?3JP^BEIK 
"l* VIR B3nKiip"3 3BH v * tjwtyu ^:»B'D 
-?a sen T R .ipa-ip urvajr^BE'R IB opurp 
T» B»3 ?i« njnwtjno *RP*^  "ij"i ** ,lpaiB 
-mip&B p»p ipyajra B'3 IMK E«n p * Ep3B3 
-"HjB p n i* umEmjra onr i »? 3Bn VR ,»B 
T^Wy Ml BPB3&JM31K ,]JPBT JW^JNB PR a>E3M 
"ijn p« ,pn BO bi$i IPBOBP nji'Bjy» "ip 
Tno K-'M WP T*R ,WW d m P i T* 15" B"» 
tR ,umEK"»jw BVBH V* .B"3"»R J'ajm wmjw 
-"R me npt"3BJi^ IB tyoipp ^ i topB^ n p 
.pna tjppp DBUB]? ipo BJW ifi pit I P B " j»»a 
,BJjrmjnB"D'm "iya6 
- ^ py ta iR Bfitn Dreamt ' | p t |j»MT3)M •* . 
PH W 3 n p PB DJflSB'D 9 1PTPB1S3"K
 D^Hp 
$JPB ipirra DBiij?3jn pryn . c ' s p : ; : - ; ; ^ -
jp^m D:M»3II n V I . P K Dipiicjjb n n ci—; 
.UWitoB* e-iKD o p l y i ^ ^ ^ i s 
nXDSJJTyi B3PMPB p i S3&ty$ Dp R|MK 
80 *KPR>'B31Tjn.BBUMR 15B21 Dp 1*K :«n 
p i JfjOP D^JpnCDym PK CIH^na DHM* 
.totptff o p na ty rvwns ^:»p ffiKBdfnna 
-pppo ">jn p.ia ERTI BIKE* P « jnajmpSB 
ojrt pit HPV! n» laBfctm o p ijojrnyi»n tyo 
-D?r> n BIO, 33»B'O y EBnya v* -*n Mft23 
pit ,jyoipj?3i»;a»3]m pant ijn»* I P B ,c i -
-3"R B3'W E>3 WZ1$n |Jrt4iPJ?J lJ?3"t CKV. H 
is ^RPB? D ^ c m * jnjmmi uravti BO»B»5: 
]jnM'3K^K IJrrtjm W EJKTjaiS P » !P3M!:trnj?fi 
rD^P 5W TjraffU flS D31D 
11883 -PTO JPKI Ijn IS 
•ci'jnjrB-EBMn n .D"p gifha Dtjneo n TMI 
cp?e"n ,D^n«n pit u?3"i ^KP«? D P P I 1P= 
•pna tm ijriainio^ jj3>m Tin a'^Pi'n tin 
incpnonwn np njnaiit ipjmpjunjrim p^ 
tV ,n»M1 lJ?E2MD»llt H pit 72 »^*P«7 P» 
•Unjm Bi'iutpn^ pnw ojm nappa i p 
pn j^'DBP TJnM P» aaipini n uapi 
-snjfc p^tj yB»DBP n VW Ejm *&&& ljjin 
ur^ ibatP«ra 3?a"o m B*MI MIB •»« .ipc 
tH ^a^ano i p TK pa /aapptya n»o ipa^n 
"ly-MK,, pa 'JHPB'? B unmwpta « JBIDBP B 
Bpjn PB aaiantDMit MIK .BncpBna E»a T»H 
E'3 V«3Btr"anyB3i« np ipB ^«PB? on 15P 
1?E"::IBI*SIB ya'DBP B .tjnria t»»p j#ajra 
,cipiB "I 1P5JW W ?3n^ #^P^ °jn B»D 
.nycp p^»fi ijnijra aaia»D t^o iBa B^B" 
ljrn-» pe jmna n p uyani ewanVyaaB CBH 
^ 0 ,41 ,25 ^M^ ^y'BV"3 DIS MI , D ^ U P 
pay^BB n «IMK UPMUB l1" ^11 72 pit 62 
prty» i» po»^f n ISTOrtpTS T1" P« IJEPBB 
.lyoippa pa nut 
iron UBJjrt I'K P3 ,BDiitnj2 nit i"n MI 
p^nec ^inyaywn B P> W»n o p ipjjra urnya 
-ya B»a SB" T« •"|11"ra t : D , , " Brn4 i p |*« 
i p pit ,B»a B3"n IMW an$a n>n MI ,paM a^ 
p^ B CP"-»EC Snpajrtyn ij»n PB B^PWIEPBIS 
B m a omjo l*w in pi T « ,TIW» » I « 
geaitn B^riya s^n T « ^ ' n ,iBBnp p»neo 
im rpxryriw ?D*npa QPBB I» ^KPB^ a p 
o p "pn PK BjjrBvnjrajro nmit 
yapjr'injrB ^<nsD B mB inp^j ojn ijrpnBSB' 
. ' A"LJ .i .K TIKB^ .ip* . - n ^ •* 
— :p:""iD 
eanjji i?xnip B iJJi'it Bi 1»* 3U l»K 
ipaiaya pnB' i'a pit D^KPB^ pytaiK pa ;'::«2 
B"naj?a j^ra n IJTIB" ^J» V" '» *lKn " ,H »",T 
jot^nana Tin njre»*a o a n p p*o i?:**a :v 
-en Banp op BJ?II nn'it uni ^ ^ n ^ p i ; 
•IPlwiP 
aann'B JKH^WK n pit luaB^ruH DBH 
CJ; tB 1*1 Bpnjna ,D^KPB^ l^smpvfip H PB 
-B*3P"1"1B PK Di3Eaj?P PJB^B B •>» -«"?B 
tiB xninwi np pn Bttpntajra n« Diana 
-jripj? n "3 a»E3Kp CBT T^ K ^ ' S ; E C , C ; : P ; 
ljraa»B»BDBO H " 3 p * i^aa^B'o TIKH; n*oip 
n IIB uraaiE^acBB n ,ljM>ni]W "t vrvn 
« ^3imB"D»aBB B \W BWfiW I W ri*P^ 
ijnrtnjnijwonK IK IPB IBOI?^ lyuo'^ y-
-ipj?(py n "3 .ijraB'BipDn n is lya^atiK 
-jraoMiB nMiajB»» IMK anjni lyaa^a'o n*B 
n IPWMW a3iB3B j?a»B"T37aj'a a»ajrn IJIMI 
pip EU T»K jraB^  *1 .npp^aoiD ivaipytpy 
lyajm IM iraBonp T O uni "ija* ,7='?">";•=?-
•p« tiK
 #D^KPB^ n PB B"3nK you
 fJ»Mta H 
Eia MIB Eta I»K CB« CKI lyaKDiyT w atotja 
tftB CBII iPj^imyB n lytamyi lP 'srw P« 
-Biiya Enn'Bja lyEBjrera J&W& *1 HW*W " ! 
,nj?cp *y»8 ijn 
.on^^a B?lM 38 ^ KP8^ ij»jhi 
-•'o MI
 #HK 9&WP& i* awpa P* W^ n 
^'B BBH ^ KFB^ n p .jraia |«P =^ ,B3»» 
j^n*JBD PK /imn 1JW»X^  Dp p n iPB'nj'" 
•typw* Myonw D*I«& nyn 18 
ijn is DJTB •, Dasrnjne m in B3T» 
TWO TOPTO aqajwn 
,totp$ .HrwwwBnnfcuy IR jy3Rn ipfoni lys 
j W a r i iy=*n B » : syn 95 S»p# t« W.I 'M PR 
TD CRT » i ayu yiPBipytpy ^ n j p v n n iyn 
•HI6IP*P pw otoptf jnjrtam P B y;Rt> n 
PR cjrutps W"* 1P3« ,ipcp2 ^Dt3R Biyil 
, v n t P R pjfo jHnayovya n a jp to BRT;:K^ 
.C":IKJ?3 a»3yii "HRSIP^P ERA p^nco Djn caw 
.ainy^ o n e jynya ipB^rin nmsnjnain y'jyiE 
rwo VaH3jWPJ» pR f^ R 1*3 nw«i C?DV- H 
^«3^ff**nyia'n i jn "IRB pR C^RPR^ H IRE 
igagoyya** |*t IJNUPBV JR ijrn^n p* upau 
H JW» J'EjmE JJ»M| 1yE"31R pj?"T fit) lyil 
-:R EJJU ISR^IP^P P R *II I U MTR j q p n i 
- ^ yiy'tsiR lytyn
 # B " I I K inyo p n is iy33RE 
njn .cynaR-is unyeyu R iy=RO omya B$Rp 
. D P I ijrt-nRS i s lyaRii P E B»3 IRC3"R ERA o^y 
i p e r r
 fip3ier3 T * 3*n .i .3 R^ERS PR 
H is tyasnyriRE DUR B " 3 I R *RPR4 W o n n 
i* (1 u?3"t ^ 3 a i u m » a n lytrms ,oycR3 
;:ny=yn * (2 MJnsiBW BO !*B "nnvonHam 
t»a 15 P B WEjnBjn ijyp yAjni yBgnmtui tic 
- p n IRE t^nRsys lyoipys (3 ; EsysRia 20 
-cpaynE P R ijri *iR3"^ pc Di3ie-Di> ya^syr 
;1KCipt?B-BRB' K JIB 3313JJP1JT38 (4 J 15H 33MP3 
-snyviRB jr tn . H P S P P B 33i3ypny3R J^IB (5 
"IJfi'R ,P"1B0 « IS BWEJM njTEyBW iy3Rn 1P3 
,]yEa»ny3 1*3 tyn I I R p d f t i 
.trryeff pyoDytt *i p« jffltf ja^oyate 
n jyaRo OR?p-iyBE'iR Esy» jp S«n v * 
IS PR BTyBW npBOpil H PR C^ T
 #.2 Jf J W 
D?T ijronynjfi tpMifi TR ,BPUB o n ippiyo 
. v n a B3mi«3 Pn«S ipn P R ipjyc pe n^B 
33u»erpppa njn ijajra B»3 ipa'n n^o ,n»^ n»B»*; 
|W imip»3 IJ?tlD TO C(»ll 1?3(J ,19'Vtt | t t 
; ? m t r3jroipp33Min n cijn c(ri ,T»K iyn"ci?c 
,17370 IT ni 153^13 Bi*31K JC^fftn ljrB"31K 
"3»c
 #T»yicjn P R .iyBnj?3-i?B " i ru'B DJWJH1 
TI35TMB iriJTll KVE*3 17TK «;«?'» /BM;^ 
,CB3JBn»3 D' t"^ BDtfB IS B3»BCptrp3 ^MHE 
itt&fY-jS t»a 4 P B ir3"T cjnrrpMi j n r ' t I11* 
•o'»7i33r w « t ijn:»3iR-ijrtnB y^ R ,n«n ? 
"3m H n? ,TayajnT m»n T R P R ,jn3?=PHr 
1? !PJ3«B3« W| tytntts ^?t i«'3T-^RiKy"3^7t: 
HE ^?»n 1JH 0»0 pR ,l"BOKp-C3KiS«ti3K3nK 
"RH303T^ 11 UTP 3JP> W13^1 "t11"1B C3P01H11 W 
^"BTy 1« T"T B"3-HTD3K'S 
: t f ^R5fV3-»9W»R H t« ,VJR HBTI !•» 
^jnojn PM vn tp* >nainEPD pa DJJ^J 
ipi PB njnjr»7«ito PR wjnujna njjnBiyn 
— ;TIRR3 iPBipjrtpy ^Riyiycn 
-Hiijra Bp'trjra n»R p a iM^ivti ijral6 u n 
1K3 IJJIHKB IS 3np33J?HJ"l WJTPTjnB PB W 
"pl^p 48.^KpM^ t»B^n IS D1R ,»DR3'D3>D 
B»D iyB"p3iBcms )njr>M Iims'to is ,cnyBHp 
-3njm*E B'jpBCP E«n ^KP«^ ipn .CyCH3 H 
; irt3ict? 50 PB Hirflftumn i» n«B ( 1 iya 
pR^KT 18 PB WT'l l 01D13»D K 1HB (2 . 
- ^ u y i (4 ; 0"E*iyiiH IKB 3^Kn-M-pH-B"s (3 
W « n PB aauiBEjnrjn n (5 • c iy3 i^ pa 33n 
TR 3KH /Ey3»C3»D pR 3H3JJDlp .IjnjP^lBiD 
pa P R oycK3 n BIB tyVuKmyB lyoisya n^«3 
Pi ta ,cp"iEO inn ly^ayo is i^ 'U^Biy tpnya 
— '3RBC«p B3ymR3 33»p »T yOT<B P»R B»0 
PB y^n iyn iy3R
 fiypinED Btioya iyo EKn 
,3yE yau«R' IRE IPDMM iy3Ro»yj lys^t BR» 
•lysyayasKs Rtsma H IMR B«n 
'BH3>D3iD PR C^ KpH^  yiyt3lR ]1B y3K^ H 
yEsy'? n ip-nn rtRpR^ n .yau r3»3 R ?»R 
Biyoy3"iyB pR BSMD nynt EinyanyE y^»B B"s 
.*)yiy^3B'D jny^t pB yf»y»B PB yau^ n 
-Kp»e* w?jrmK«yj T»R p a iBy3'D3io p» 
OH"^ PB ^Rp«^ iyt3iR iyB^yn is ,KJ 
BIHD *n e n P(SOHP M BIH^B lys^yn ,C1(J^»B 
-MS tyn31ElT"8 DPT lyB^RniSBMR DyDM3 1"0' 
-3«p M I Q tynya nsytynsR p3 T R ^ * B D E » 3 
p.R 7 1 ^P*1? PB "lysinciyB lywnis r3yiyE 
-:K3 p^Riiya p i c jy3*n yasyS n
 #cycK3 n 
MPJP n iyn iyn3iBw 8 lyayn npan oyn lysya 
y3yo»p^KB K "1KB 33nyTiHB hmn tynyaBMR b%\ 
-^yn ^RP*?1? iyT tR v t EnyEinyB .BRO* IV*3P 
ypnia n PB y^y»B E?O lyapRnasKp ann nys 
-HJ'311 pB BP31B lyT 1R11 BTREW PR CyCR3 
lysyarRS Esypy; 0*3 BRH ,E3ypny3R Eiyn BRW 
DJTPB'O .;3iiynnRE i y " t cycR3 yn3yp"iEB }H 
- ,»^y:n 71 R^PR^  tyn JRTJCT^RB PB iyoip3R 
j y n R- ftny»B lysyp 
cayas^ BRn- /lyrRopiR^p ,44 ^R?R^ 1*R 
pB ynyinyo .B»'pinyry^ inyo lyERicju?""^ 
171 IRE E"s pyiiR iyi*3 i p y ^ a B ' o JTB^R *1 
^R'3P i n T'R B33yn3 CRT tlR ,HPSRT13R31R 
.a^RBiy *mya ^n njny^»>D nnyo 
lyB^Rny; pH T.RiEyi Esnys H»IR SRH T R 
!?RPR*J nyrsiR lysVyn ^ j n r « H lyVsyo N^'R 
n ."3RED EsyaaiReyn c ' p ^ p p« BRnyaeRn 
]IR ,E.3ypny3R iPRnya t w i T^R PBIORP-]RUP 
-J3 ETP3R31R lJ3ii| TjJW'lO iy3RP'iyBR H 
17 • -ljp-wi Bjjnsnw o r ^ njn 
• H P* ,pmPD fpi3poip nm "IKE DIPD^E* 
"!wa iwen^goD:'** ;s rc D5IP pD^njnc 
5*o jpoenp ojrr mpTP3 v * a*n C W E * 
DP jsupppanpo^oiK ijn pw pa T * o-'t 
-n*p*ra"a JP3'33IPD np'nn* 18 IPPP3 PK 
-^»n* PB"TK r»B ttwnprspo::* 8T8 rp; 
jpfnvtrv?&*TW ptrpr 
DOT* vt mvn D-^"D DH"5 H ipm 
DOT* PK DP .o^an* njn iv Bony lyeuw 
ns JpDiP 0i»5"O DH"5 P5*
 rjw»0 3CKE:$ 
papi "T nm
 rT»sSr»TowiP *i PB vn 
PK pn* pms IOTW PK D"2"iKP3 DOT* Pa 
Djn .IKPD cjn IKE npspr p:?p3pi jn*V? 
npc B Dimyj **i \mn TgabgowB ipois 
"IP2K /PHD PB 1Pt3"a"JK P^8 "18E MtiOKT 
T * J"fl rPI "W#W« t3:ppj?3 o*J a*n ^ K 
3;i5air.pB3PD8n K "a ipetnps IPTW p i 
DP m JKgimfH pn D1»$"D D'T'5 PE 
D"i*5"o on"J *i Tin ptfjm ,DPK DHPT 
TfWf P^DTPmiM IKPD j p r n I^DD^a pK 
-DKO nri • 0 ' T » IPPIKDS? 8 *PIK pyw 
i^jDnp t« nnw PK Dflrmqrn pn astro 
w o PE w r j * P B ^ I B p« P3"TK P5» 
H npDMK ,33tfo*npc ip i "2 nmp: jjb»n 
D"v n n PK .aJnpEpj }pa$n -sp:p'5«o»K 
pnipiw !PoJ»npa PK 33W8 "ipr;iK |sm 
TpW PK i$ocp t« RfflBWPWMg T'X B$n 
ijo'ic n IKII ,::ife«npET3Dpains uragti 
TK .irejn»nPB F W W pww jprn ip:p^5 
-:K n .Dipnpa ipa$n $08C8P WtfO PK 
PK ipipnBiv ooapn prop: fpvn PTJPtpn 
-np pn lam 5KP*5 iprn TK /ipan pa i*K 
IPT5r»3*p »nmp PK opii pK T 1 " ^ ^ 
.•pno npn 
IPtP' PR TK ,!P3I*T JpO IPP P'D3P5» pK 
TTOJ P0Pl»0^"iPD 8 ?V V D3-»E 5KW(5 
tPQ PK PDO IP3"T IPOanD^K n ,»"P3^D 
1^ 5 pnPT3^ K pD D"218 H T» ,iyE*P tpp 
. ^ " 1 3 ^ E I P pn bpn D5KP 
"wym n Dm ,pn osis-ip; D ^ V Dp :>•-
"IPB pK wm*3van% ou ipnp; i?cr»- -•; -
•IPDPIPD:'K xnjp'; \sxzz-
H cavpa IMK v » a^n Q"x npm ?p-
ipo c n n p^» PK ,c;{j'3r 5KP^5 K T » 
»n DIPT oin i8E *n ipasr w D»*n» pre 
v ; j * \ i'nex 1P1 pK ivz-$-
DPI ^^: ,-ipaoPDBPD ftc8 oy-r ,3KD:« 
•pyr» T K pa ,D-ft^"B Dn^5 n ps :y^z 
IPDjnpD3^ K H pK
 r"8KOWl PK BTWIftP: 
'3ya nprna .ipp^noo 1I«3DV)VP. '" '*: 
"Pi»jt5p H ps C3:p^?-"K cp;pa nsn p» n*r 
;pnp3 pis? IP:"T 5*TOP njrrna
 rnpar: 
-P3 ^^K ai*n
 f\T2\tt::$ pa i '8 pm .c"8*: 
PK jpc«ns D-iyacjra PIPOPK yr» jpar.B 
-WW ipajjn T O PK
 fDnptnynpTpn w : 
prnm WTOPJ IPP DP o^r. ,{P3yi3wa irs 
-pp 0*3 Di$-r 5*T PTTE n rs iPDJvnTsas 
;3ienpnpD:iK H .D^an» W K ; y : ^ ;jr: 
D^n K^ae^^p n p« ^*a?tp ?8 ipnp; r-x 
e»rrw "H^K pwngjynn ency: c-sr ps 
»w4%P3 c'; 
-38; DPI TPOWira PK lPa'5ay3 pa -*« 
np^i3jn ipn iprps p«."T:pax p« .;s= ;n 
;jn^p3 T'K «nwa njrr' .75 5KP*5 ps ; r r -
.D-:yiP3 ySjnjmw n^  a^n '^K ^a«ya c :^ 
«3'Dip »rw tysi:y3 ^u ipasjn onpaer: -
nposr broi ^KP^5 npn PK ,o"a™ ijn « 
a ^D'D T R pa 
J8ja ps asr 
-vi torn v* P3 3JJD IPD»H* ny-r s|»i8 
rrtaDD'B p« unn»Bp3pp^K pJpjriB *y-
ea8cp3 D^n iy jpeyn cro ,nj*»5 » p w 
pK IP385? n ryoynonyB iv iy3rD'ry;"«: 
fifft ,75 5KP*f5 PB Diyacya iy:y: Diup 
D8p^  ,P'HDD D ' I ^ 3 ; " S ps ipa^a-ys ;;*;"' 
jnrpfiPJ3$ oifip o^n 5KP^5 isn 
r»n 3«D QBpvffil DyT rOSW 3*D""!9 
*•: pE (JTHplP* IP-tK5y33"K ^K pa
 fH36Pn 
rD^yP"0 DD"11 DH"5 49 5KPV5 PB DP5%S8 
P"3 P"iy"T pfi 'DnKS IKVSSDDS^ K 8 N 
-3^K Ptn pa ipcwii iv nJnpa ipajjn ^ n i 
mS 9 .IPD'BIJ-JB IV33P13 DP11 D3PCDDP11 
jnpt3iK — npo^aiK jrm»H PiPiiiK a^o 
TK
 #T*K — pn 1P11C IV 0*3 "I pftft VH 
nPl »DS3 ni^ 3 DPI pK "T IP§M1 IPDDjni3*K 
IP2$n* !«w «l IP5MI IPD 'E^B ipas ISE 
DMK Tt OTIJ^  PP8D 18E1PT .5pt35T J'E^K 
MTK |P33ienP3"l|KM1K - W*W ny"T PB 
n»B Din D5>n#vp33"K p w W c^r, 
?D'3 mum
 #o': » « ?ow*o iw^ 
!D3^B 1P"K D*'B*P 
-opa n VH C^T — fjm* « pK |P?n*v 
|PP npD^aiK 18 Dipi P&6N03NW* >-
JPD'E^TB IPDDP13 *1 lP33P".a PK rlWP* 
TDK1PTB P3?PP T3P3^,K *W TPDP13 *i"S 
-3tonp3npD3iK P58 m iw» ^sicny^ya;-^ 
PK IPDDPIWK Hftt&V oenpiv B» no .7-
nyp-wjn sayany: ww nyn 16 
isDijn -D Djsrnsns-D'T) tts e a r n 
•in PK lyo^aiB D?B i s : ivn< iynywiys 
K jynaiXBnK Dy?B |lilD IS 3*DTJ»B \a: 
pa ya»> H iynj/Dya-jys pa i*w VPIBDC-
-'WpB PR 1"1C DH"? pR "IVD'U-IK H 
•MB OH"> robinjfD n Ml MT8 in
 fD:v-; 
D'j ;Tyxy?B"iiKny?B n p« po«i D-.*? 
snip jyB"3is nu ,|iriP"pKkl w * n?*?n 
jycjijtopya PR ,iyay? B jyaymys UE nnx 
FJMK arara-tiniD s 1*3 jypn HE iinijiiya 
pic jy?jm 1ST .nyacyasyo iyoi5 nyn 
DM I^o pR
 #nB3*p lyi pa pmx pn y?8 
•lino ix lyaaR&a* D^ llDV iy;yp 
,D3yvnipB |IB pnwiqnw pa T K m 
BID PK pi*5>p R^aai^p, H oauya f R a*jn 
-« Ppfjn D?KP*? H ivoyii "2 /'yUBBDJJP 
D$I BDTB n D*II ayi *pii .^yaipa BRR 
ana aeny PR Wfli
 #a:yana8 ny-i jyatpaya 
V* .un*nya B3"Dya pmx jya*r, opy* 
\y?ovz ix lyraua y?8 ay^yuya;* a$n 
libit ,IEIR lyb^yno B VIR 5yappb cyn 
-iy P « P'noo K PK ,jyui$ya ay PK cy 
,i* p«r? 1*3 any; iya5yii ,iyi*nya anyr>p 
•j*B PK oy .aanya iytn"a"w T K jyii 
K'3Bi5>*p H TB ,iyp*iycya w nanyiiDMW 
,01*0 jyaoamyu oyn pa |W«i oyc*a 
«i lyosn DnyiupapyaiaBa PI*?P n tf'BR 
.pise yamya y"iy"t "IBC fiR 
-p&fip y?» pa aj'D^D 5Rnyaye>n iyn 
•syo iya5 oyn ,3KB;ny3*i D?KP*> lyaso 
a*n T K .aaitya bti pmya PK ,ny2aya 
pK *n ysgao'iR i"B B-iy>pny PK aijnw 
n«s Una ix B3»>a oy B*II P« ,I*e»D*a 
"ny ]8 i # w H jyaso iv Diyaoya y n o 
pn w.BaMjtya iya*n yiaytynaK y^»K J5*ts 
.^ KT iin pK BD3^ y ran 
•*iiya on^ BBDJ^ K PK a>B*o tyrn "a 
Vt D*n ya^yn ,nnK*a orif^n y"3 n iyn 
f,*n I'K MI PK ,o»a"i8 nyi iv iyciiy: i«5a 
-iy D^D lynyn B3*npya B"anK w n oyn 
.a5*a 
•c^ T* iMnn I* ara^D jy?n 1*2 po 
n« Tgri iv Diyacyo jnvDP» y^ B o-.nypy: 
iy:ya»x Dnyi:$rya ,«»«' ^y^ i sc tD'1a 
"Unna B^anB "iyB,iaiy:y D»o DMK ^n 
px 56 ?Kp^ pa iKDiycB nyi
 (|Bonya 
ry ,on*« ny:"K B^D .pipi :^ya nxnra 
• PK pl*5p PK nJBBrW Cyi 1V3V11 
D^ 3 1»«. a*n i*BC*a pK *T T" IB DTIPD 
DIP PB tD"ii , B " « t'K oy .ly:*? iv 5tf>B 
w n pw ftpw onypion 
•OB i^ao nJB7-jy 
-iyol5 ^yaeyBsyo ,i*DD*a 
I^K pa .lyaByBByo iyol oyi ,:KB:U 
nBB nyi":B3i* DPK-|ynn*cyaD»n« WV'fitf 
-;«?3:y w n iya^« ?Kj*woTyD^K ivi 
-ya fie atfn ^nya jyBeny cyn .DD^BD 
jjwDBnyo » rx jonnum^o p« oaBc 
oyi n^ D Bnic;:K"iK |y«ya BI*T PK ya?yn 
njyaK iya?yi 
-yaB'B psjn I^K iycyv, ,NBBDBP urma 
DH"7 lyiy^^D'K n lyn^oymB u iyau 
-::v pK ,iyo^iy nyT onynya Bifn
 #D^*7"B 
"1PW ou iy:"i ny:y?BB^K p^p >^n , c? 
"iya^ K cnyiy- "i w T K a*n oyi m : .jyD 
"18 D?B DnP3B31* i"I IX B"PaH3yilBM3 n 
nya | * w ny^  f i n iyp iyo m PK ,iyB"a 
n Diyi*Ey;£;nK a*n |1K ,yaB> H lynyoya 
n* pK norm lyiyn ix onyaoyb yiPBPB 
.Tno PK iyB"anK yana»K n [yvtUBa 
#D*- PK ?yDiya^ H po pm;»K p»o 
TB jyaM?3 myaoyo iyBi*BB*nna W TB 
•an PK iyan?a »*i .pna B^J n*> ^IBT iyo 
pa ^K>4 DM p'l B*3 iyp oy TB ,yn$ynD 
a^K BO D"W I'K .lyDDrB DU 0'3 T'K oy 
-t>*nna oyn PK ^ y^ yDDJ1B pu w iyp oy 
T^K oy m i«nD n*?"B on"? nyo-i*B 
.Bxy 
pK lyin^cyipynB ^^K pa Blip pc 
nKa^^ bDMfl Dip ,nno aKB3*o ,l*DD*a 
Diyo>cB n BauyiDMK ^">a ann.vK .M'yT 
•*> nyaBcp^^p n po Diyaoyo yiPBPB PK 
lyaijn :*D tya5>yi oyn I^ K 1*3 pn ,O5KP 
aa^ B'b 9mi0iMfTi 8 pmi ix iyo*^ya -J^ D 
pB nyaoyDByo iyo5 oyi ,3KDDiy3*T nBB 
.O5»KP*> nya$DPi*>P y5»« 
p» |jnn*BynyanB IBT pa VK 
-«B DH"5" H'PD" 3i*D»B B IX D3yiMl*1B 
B"I*T .100 5KP*5 ,onypMDDym PK on*? 
-oyo vturm nK*B B lycijiBya I^K ayri 
/ittt"38n* nyc^y^BB'K nywiK .Diya 
-IPOT ^y^yso T>K nya5>yn ,*B«DBP nnna 
n B1W118 VIK tD*n ,p-i*' V3 pB iyp 
iyBi:yiPiK" iy;"t T H y^ yt3lK jaiteBnyo 
in o*n oy pK ^nyi30"3W O^D lin^nya 
ya^Ban H *"i T^ K *n TB jytMiyaDMiB 
-q^o n .?K5B iya»Ban cyn VW mmo 
,33'D'D tytyn "3 jyiiya »3«t Wfll ,ijny^a 
15 nppHjii nays' 
pn*1 M pw D"3n«y3 ayn lyo m nya^tac 
g D*D "UtB'nBV p'K— P"1DD CJH "18B 
inyr p»«t jypne *i .onyfiSynDMns ^D 
"jycyno'D,, y5* tpnc ta"3n8 [y» . i m y ; 
n * nyoyTB ."nmp. 8 wymyo \m pa 
3$r T K BW PK ,Di^Dptnoj^p »3 iyo'>2 
PW *n»1 VK 18 T« PW*l ,DT$DP8"]D3$P 
*JMK i w n onytDKP n .jyny^pny a*: nnyo 
K *PIK 3Kcn 8 iv jyo.Da^r urun .nnv 
pK #5*3 iyta"3iR 5>$T ny na ,nnK* WW 
jyo D*a *pt thnar JRPD nin *n 5w» >iw 
pit ,IRPD ivtaopya cyT r o "IKB^PKN,, "t 
onytaKp H ,D"3"IK *nyoDrt DD«n Dip 
,ta*a jynytatnys TO ,ttfjm yvasa n tyta^tr 
•W3V njn iv jy::K^y3 lyoisT p^8' "i TS 
PD |yoD3ym» n P» nytnytaaw nyn 
40 lyntj 30 pK PK ,tavy* pa inn» lytavy? 
-ya;$ ovy v t oi^n oy /iya*;yr taayvipe 
H {yennr aauynya Jnyany3y5 8 jyaasc 
VK PK .nrppsun* iv «pf O W W I I ^ P 
-wwn ptfjm I'D t« ,jyaue*n you a$n. 
pyeoya jfa8Pw PR I»'3V 8 [JP13BMX 
-ya iyB5>8ny:a$ PK ,jytal4 oyn nac /raya* 
-ya \v\m PK 5*n H p« aa'tanaoBB 8 pntfli 
oy *onyp"D trwpD PK W 5 P D>D DP85 
#iD"p DD'D 33WD Djn BvoynK ijraijrt 
M W W H .coa^y? T * PK J8OV8P D a^jns 
.yaya^nya 8 avy* **K 
"nypnipi wye-UN* nyoia jytaopya PK 
•oy^a njD^njnD \mv*w w T*< Mfn 
,C]$p8^B .D 
.oarmynBT^Mi nresmy 
.jKesa JIB T«D yjptsan *! P K Dtp 
jjajn^a wa 5gwj»jriwi PK v^jp njn 
PK jinans p« Sis*'? njn .tyajjBMia 
Tsotoia y3jrrt$3 ere ^poyajrijfo^n PK 
y>paa^ j»-DDaj>n « T^K HJO»3 njn .jya 
ny^K .tt«ru» y^p^ Dt? jwrnaewn 
Djn |yo^P?3 TV3?P T'« oy fl nyoynpyo 
.ojyo 25 mta I»B 7vet<at 
la cwSi nyn . . 
• « ' 5 P ?'« p 'noo oyn DMD lyoianys ly^ij: 
tyin^ya P^IDD njn, PR nt« --pn
 fi;«? 
,CJ3"VyaD>nK uyi^: v i Dijn oy , .lyaasw 
iya"T nytD a^nK n pD.5«no nyoma >. TN 
»n jyajjn oyi nya^ R JIK p*nDD iy;ya juri*; 
,I^T DD>MI Thin p« rjyayp'B &mm OK 
\Vm\m ov: m otayp^s |nif P»IDD 8 
P » I » D lya^amtjEaiK jytn %a .jyiyn 
•War njn pD aasanytaaiK nyn [* spi o;;sr 
lyaaunJwya jyaaKEyaa^  n>8a ^n ta^ n cy 
t8 ,TlWfa iPtaipyrpy pn "Diyo^ij„ n WM 
Din pn .P»IDD oyn pK frihv \yw ^: 
ny ,nyDMai8 nyi ta^o P^aaw nyi w r« 
« | ( W yoMia 8 PD ,"DntaDpy„ iv PK |ya$n onyaoyo H .ta^ a p i w \"p *\$: 
H iv jyoip iv ,mn jySnijv iv oiynyas^K 
V3BVV 8 PD tinijwya T^ K »ii8 PK
 vpbwD 
.ya«iw 8 PK ya"?p 8 w a r lypnsw PK 
D^KP$5 2 jyvasa pK $i prj"! tavy pK 
?KPIJ? IV .81 pK 44 ?«P*5— VMP'tf pK 
,oiy^a^D rDiRO^iiif 5"^nyi iy«85ya 44 
jyaa^ ta^ n H .Diyoyne PK tnyp^eiaTipD 
njny^aoto n .oaitya oia I'Sey1* |yiy« 
-5>yn iv t>a$tyaiv VB jya^n 5ltptf5 oyn pa 
TIK 3*n "i^ K .n»nD oyn pn^rawnv tyfi 
•«5 onyDKP *i PK D^T ,81 5KP^? »auya 
.aa^ D'D Din ^3 ijmya jya^t ww 8 .5KP 
pnjm DiytDKp H |y5yw nyo^iys v « •« 
jy5"nta ynynaK H jyii ,I8T TO on^pasanij 
n*no PK .iinnuwnif ^u jy^yn n»io ps 
lya^T Tnta pa ynayodv H ,n*a D'a T^K 
?ya5yr oyn n^ iK ovy» iyta"3i8 «i .taw tr: 
« t^ K ,jya^K onyT nam w i c^n 
-.-.rtyea^K nyT JIB i^ ^a nymyDynr.v5 
njnno nyiy lya^yn /'bWP* *w** 
c*rn anrrjn on^^oty ny TK jy?Mn *<s 
. jKoi^^r 8 T^ K ny 
nypn»n wj»n»a t w * njn 14 
tttftiPD pfi n* *** ttfsn ononis |8 p^8 
•an TK nyoys v i o r * DH>K n8E tmpi 
an>« iyE#yn »t 5«n ,iyD5>8n3$ 5*t P"IDD 
.Dnyp^D 
Dn$B8n p'D iv,DIP T K i$Ejn ,p:yn T * 
onysoyo ihytiiK ts fimnannfy^ PK. 
PK iyoip»n*B PK oy D*H from" iy£$t 
nrr* Dik
 r^w> tyovyS* nyi n8E gagp'p 
Iinim ^»b»3jBD n; nnajo 8 iva^n o^r 
DO PK j^o iyn ,iV3 "^imv Daipw ypnaoir 
-""jKya DO *n Sjw T K j u m i ^ n i | B 
.ixn*w» onnown* P K ppii« n ni iya 
(IB nymyoaiK oyn jya^v no T 'K 5am v * 
D5>$? .Dyn3$3 PK .oxy* tu nnK1 |yovy5 
ivmtf -oyi jyam pro ra ta |«5i nn>K 
O*K n D$n ,*»5wn tasaip cyi PK .iruo 
**> %3W3P*#SP ny>B w n a 5>K3$c"onyD" 
D"tKD"1filf PIJJ^ P ,T5DW #*ft$P'# PK D5>KP 
PI#5P ' ,44 ?KP^ I«K PK mnws P* 
pK 81 Snp*5 onyDKp ,76 ?Kpi# onyoyns 
me jyosnv y?K .94 Sup*? onyp^c onnpo 
*I .n3ytnD""iiv nyans ps B^tmyaoyo 8 
-iv iyn3yv3y5>a 8 pit mm |WMt D5»KP*^ 
•oyapa yD5n$vy3 jynya PK oy ;UMMP 
IKB nysynpyo nyo^nijvys 8
 #DoayB>n"K jyiiya PK Dip) j$pi nyvasa 8 
"nyoa** H tym &"V iyn p« ,nym*n 
p« p'noD o n Dnrrsya:!* D$n >R3i*t8»o 
t*ov H rDyo^ D p^ ps jyiipiya D38oy3 p w 
"a ,BKB> P*K no .iinipiya D3ypny38 PK 
-PI#>P nyoDD^y PK nyooyna nyn ,i'nyo58B 
"iyn pK W: PK ,DnKoe» ps nynurDpymasc 
D38oya DO jypns t«p m»opyfi T*fo*» 
.t8 jyoitfMD o*n pjor n PK ,im*vy3 
""is H txn^  i«t tic D3y^n"K-Dy3?,,a nyi 
Dijn m a MI .ijnyu Dsuoya pSW TVT 
"a iyainB3« | « DKD^3K PK JHMICOV 1*t 
,iyp"it3D ^ t t^> *
 #5K3^e"onyo3,K ijn 
'•^u D^Kom .jriiptya iirDiny3 P^IDD 8 t^ « 
T K p« E»"T ,any2:yT»T ijnnn n iy: 
D383 "BOH* PK " i ^ W p pK Dnw DDn^ yr 
•aw Vt PK ipuP^r PK p«t D3ypya c ; 
Tl W P^ TDD 8 D8intDB1 T>K Dy >V
 r]VW 
vwpytpy ^KPU? H D^n 5«mjn |W ,iys 
- , E ^ ^K-iytr^snyD:^ n ..P^IOD 8 jyany; 
ytosy t^? 8 inyr PK jysicy: w ivz*r\ onyo 
i*HW DIHDIJ; ^KP^5 nxn prrepH w .y:8^ 
!^i j n i p w ivsniya pw t^ K P""IIDD nyi 
t « ori3*ne PK limy: pw PK P"IDD. nxn 
^ *n ty33iK«vya lyrya 5K3»sr"3iyo3,K n 
.Tn5ip 539TOD u-tsns 53T'X3lBHi |ys^yn 
"»ts^o p ^ wypya DO Di^ n raw pe ny:"P 
;^"T T O *W»
 f p « w PB D^V nxn T>'" 
lynaiDc 8 jyn D^anK I$ n^eyn pfi PK 
•yj3ij i n D$n nyn i^ : . p w n w :$D 8 
H PK i"AD oyn ps 33nno«n« n iyi:KB 
iy338*nyB( iv ,DnKDif pB iy5"no ynynas 
DVDIfS n DHipi ,3^D-DD^aiK ?yn31DC 8 ]8 
•y3 iya^n Dpnoon piwpKi oyn PB 
Ma iyu jyTDonpy DO fyayp *n T» ;o'myt3 
xnyn:K n p« PK u r o w 8 iyc D^UIK «i 
10 PK 9 ]y» D"31K DlKDt^  pB |y5""nD 
ny jyuya T^ K jt^or n pK ,3^D 8 tynsiDir 
iynn^ BW3^ K n8"i3 jyomya 8 vi i " i a^B 
PB ynay n Pa ,5»iya*K iyn3yDK* ya^yt H 
VI D328D IJT PK .IKPD 33HED iyDVy5» DyT 
.5y3$ib nyn ft? 
HDMD n *p| IW^n JKT^ JIB yi3y H "3 
D'Dtj: lyayays pK onnown* oyoi$3 i"D 
»t a*w TK ,71 5>KP#» PB Dnyaoyo n iv . 
"18 "t \0tft
 f"t "3 iyb"3i8 nyo"« |y5m • 
JIJOV n |yn PK JIJD K iyn:iDB' 9 lyo^n 
•CJMK "T iy:"t ,D3KtD3y ^n pnfcjn D^^ > 
• » lya^n oyoip n .|yn*iiya ivoifJ^ya 
•yn it$ DCIP IKPD py^ D nyi ni nw ,DP3yn 
iy3M3iV3(j Brxraniwa pn nyD"3*3K si jy^ 
mammnra mm v* v$m* H .eyp n 
in ttnnt nt8 PK ,«1BD8P oyn lynnyaivanK 
Dyoijs H .D"B njn jyo83ijo 5 i?82 (mer 
"iv iv pMra ys^vioc «5T»5U M iviivii 
.DO "t DB5»yn oy no ,p»nDD oyn \vyni 
DivDpyoyn PK DDI?3 TK flip DD"ii nn^ K 
ijya oyo^a H ^n tva^n ,iynya DO fyayp 
*08:nij lyntjn "t ,5y»'D lyDvy? m iy» 
pK oyo^3 n m i ,>31*« yay3"K 18 DIM 
•tj3 n PK ,iyD8tiv jy338^y3 nyo^snK n 
nyryn iv *pui pw lV338^ y3 ony^5» .oyo 
cyn oya^ayo oy^8 tDinD j*ov n ! WOP' 
-Bifn y^8 f i T>K oy PK ,iyD5»8mv:^  p"noo 
Dyoi?3 »n .ty:my3 iv p^noo oyn puota 
n»s -8 no PK ^ ntjv p« 40 8 "3 ip jjowt 
DO jw*n w n y « H
 f3^ DO iy3^t w| PB 
,DnKD"n£tj y:ytyiiy3 | » M I Dyoijs n .*n"n 
y3ytyv.y3 PK w&fiw v:vmm
 9vwww? 
•3tj.t^ K ,iyo9 tan ,3KD3it jyovy^ .D3ypo • 
V* imn ^S'D'D^DISD 8 iyn$iw lyof-snya 
y«nD PK ,ny:nyn n pa ny3^K wm pa * 
vvi ,om3 nnyt pRtfa t'K r*n H D ^ I oyn 
-«o on«5 ^D 8 .DpKsys t r a a 5»n nxn 
.Bpft nyn W lyoijJtpya:* T»'l»a*n oni»5 
tycniv iysy? o y o 8 D^snaysa^ns Dijn oy 
nDnyr.Diys'tf T^ K 71 >KP*5 .yD8D w 
,-oy3K 3KD"nB .lyaa^ D o^ y5ysyn ynrvifnsE 
"3 iimya iy3"t jtoWti w 3IJD |yo2 oyn 
DPC3 t^ K nt8 PK 33»b>e D"3 onpayc 300 
5*JT ny ?K D;ynnyB Step$5 nyn . ^ D y5» 
.D'o nya^ Dvy11 H PK ixnyw DV'^ pjra 
y:xriyE3$p 8 v^ iynip iv eynoya.aifn %** 
nyi .a^sny j |m» ny-3K ,oyoij3 n r D^D 
,t8DB$n nyoniys 8 ,oyo^3 n ps •#•$$ 
18 Wi&n eaytnw on** njn 
WW H tic p m "nye^mip* i m TK 
w yD"? HfcUWi *1 iy33i8Mxya D$n yD"? 
JMI pt jytn pR 4M93P *«n ix }ya385y3 
:*1?W5tf&« 8 PK 67 *RP$5 ?8 ,iyat$T TR 
n onjnp DD^P na8DBMX jyin nsa .p$or 
-:« $p PK inifp ^vaanifi •»»>» wtna 
DO ,tmrnya p*o IX ,iyp TR Mfll vm 
.jynya yny^t 
nyna pK imp «a worn tp PR D«an» 
jnsna PR py^3 njruKDpjfcR ^a .njrtatf? 
njn DO PK Djp ? w *i "a &vtm *n & 
jynyii oyoio$p-pnB >iMw&# PB "Pitf3„ 
Dip ,D"3nR w i « tynaiDB' 50 ,Daypny38 
DiKD»nyBif n J * D lya^sn 8 TOW D:«D 
PR oy pm pK ,DVP38ai$ y?8 Dyo3 |yj«t 
•^ D n .lyay^ jnye? 8 " i lyaRD D"ai8 tp 
,onno»n* DO iyru DiyDRP PK ony^o 
tajm oy few ,D"nayay5ya nyDtsny njn "3 p« 
Dim
 fn*nD pK TWHMjr? 5yo»a 8 ly-iyu no 
-nyorit nxn pa n5*n n D*D ,5RP*# nyn <ft 
«wt n lynnosan^ ix lyonya ,5R3*B»O 
.TnD iyt3iR ps iy3«E 
ny>o„ PMD 1*3 WS* TK pa t rap pB 
pa n;iB aKDD y^n PK ,tp«p'ts> — "C"n 
n:yaK tya^yt Din .jjmyi tn tp pi» TR_, 
po 33*D*D ny^yaxn njn oauya-' T K 3t$n 
1MK PK Dnyp»D DVlpD PK PU^P 4 4 ^ ? ^ 
DH»5» 71 5wp pa nwf3 lpoipytpy n 
.jipjv D*HJS"D 
?onj^ta on** rf "a T* Bijtfi bfgrn 
*KP*5 oyi . p i Diyacyo y5y*s 
£Win* *U*B yovy^ n n»a jyp«iDD 
-^tryabMK nt Dtp \m ,Da«rya nyoya ijn» 
imaiDtr8 IK DaaK -^iys jyatpi " i nn«« jyo 
-am P R oy TR ,pajn T R .3$D-DB"3"IR 
ty*yDBMX3$ JyD'3» nnyn v t nQ-iynoayK' 
pK Diyaoyo n n a ,5KP*5 jyryn jyayn 
nnaya pnyoya 8 jyaijn jy5»t P*BW5K 
. I^B vn\p Dn^n D^II 
•P31B 4 PK D5"nDy33"R T^K 1"1D lyn 
D$n ,P8D-p8T UH : vJoya ,vnmw pa jyo 
p " D nonip »n ; i3y3ya"DyaT a^ iyn oa^a 
D^D P n w .n"D HD18D H pK n«D DDyii >n 
*P8T n Dnno»n» in jya^n miP "m 
-^ »31R Dlftl iyD"a"»R n ,D3"D D^T ,iy318D 
no pH MI MTK
 #n»no pntfbya Djn "a jya 
i>»a lya^n pK ,ioyny nyo5 njn pit pn{j^  
PR ,3$D-DD»anR ynnwrs JK oaaKJiys 
prasn ,i"iD PK n^a jynya PR oy m M:R 
•ttl tya*n MI PR .iyayayaaij3 oyo^a n 
linaiDc 8 v w IRPD ?yv3«3 o n D^aiRy; 
D»n IRT'D nxn m ^vac MTK I O .3$D K 
-pi^ K j r apW D38Dya v» Danayya T ? 
pE *IBD8P 8 1»>3 PK ,Diy3cyo H t j^k D18 
P33WfflCM t w w Dyoija n ?y3"t jya^i 16 
,t*ov i n |ID iwanmiijB n jyaysivs^a 
|<K 67 ?Kptf? pa .Diyaoyo lytaw lyayita 
-a^ K n a*& urewtt prm'iriiHi w i^ > im 
I^D Dtjn oy PK ,DnRDc PB in^inK yan 
ni lynyr iv jyaoanya D » « usenya 
jyDy-iDnyp \v\Wi |W'»t Diyaoyo y58 ey— 
Vt Brawn yp«5 ynyuiK
 f^nw ^ a j«5 r« 
MI DO "n$a oysy I^-IKB PR gaya^ xyaDMK 
ix fynya naao wi ' fys«n T D ."jyi^x, 
nt}3"?w nytn .D3JJ1D nyn p« lye'^^*: jynjn3ity3 8 [ya i^Dya DTRDC PR D«n "^ yi 
\ .nn^ y5« ni nnyo-nyDp^x: 
ij3- >B PB *tBD8P 8 I« onya yr^ifb J»R 
ivatjn oyo^a «i .oiycDD^D n D>D ayo 
iyaR ,t^ov H jyajnaw ix Bao^Riya vt 
iyt> n ,iyaai5ya DO ?^D D*P >n »^ R ey 
5RPtf? nytaiR .Dayuya Dijn wor Diyea 
PR 5y>X383^ a jya^nya ^ w »» ua?n tit 
"t jyaijn yDayip yiy^r 5»*B»n B»JKIIJK! 
?R3^ E'"3nyD3^ R iyT31R D^ PI |^MR .D2M y^ 
-J'yn iv "T >D"p DD^D n»t"38anjj DP^C"; 
n$ n jyaijn y^n itj3"? j y n «3 |w iiys 
iy"t lya^x D5^iya nyo^aiR minnva 
•»in n$3"5„ jym arnm HBt 8 w .ayv 
o^iya iyD"3nR yonnownj} n lysijn 
:ytyn T^ R D3«D "iy°t tya^XD'ns 
^DDiwiya Dnyaoyo ynyraiR PR oy MI 
•WfcMMtfp n (yitfiw D"iHayc8 cvy PK 
D n^ P?$B Dljn PR ,D"DD ^KH^ 112 iN'J* 
nyiy jyo^ HDW oaisnya oruJhtfBJn s nnn 
-ya T>R oy PR ,DD3yDnayo8 n jyeiRinya. 
PR 58D^B8P \W*\\X D"B -lyplBDK' 8 \VV> 
"P31B yapyrs lyi^ ya jy3"t oy Dn^i ,D"a^8 
ynytaiK„ Dpyotry3 DO inyt jya^n D n^ tyta 
O>K p^p T8 ^yBC'a DIV m ."nyayaoMia 
in* lyiyti iyay3y3D^n8 DO n^D wcpa^n 
•D33nyoyn "a 3$D 8 jynaiD^ 8 jan^n B 
oynyayn pn IPD^R'B'O'R ,?^P,%I ,D"2n^ 
•ne lis y>V3ynip3tjp ^yn pa 33128^ 25^
 ron 
W'a PR BPYIB IRE yoayi ya^^a »D 3^n8"IRt 
vx DD3yoi3yD8 42 lyoKtix ,iy:>8T y5ys 
"18 yD1M0831^ h PR ,IMM9*BDJ1fP W 
iyt>D'D jyny^ pa DTjm*Bya ty^^n iy»"a 
•« .DD3yon3yo8 y^8 H n8B lyo^or w 
r|y33iD"v ya^syD n pa1 pi» DD«M nn*R 
-ya iyooya3tf DD3yon3yDK y^8 Dyo3 |ya»» 
D*D aa^ D^ D 8 D8nya ^^K atjn iayas pR 
^ R PK ,67 &w& pa T»K»3 iPDipyrpy ".y--
lanan ix jyaoanyB 8 D8nya ySPvft ^' 
•na8 |*»p ! Mye"DP8iB \vvwo„ .»? D^: 
.DO ^RPt^ i n Dijn oyo«3 ynyn D^C e;y: 
"3 D3"D D^ T DtJII ,1*1 DD^ V. imK. PR 
DO PR D3yon38„ \"P T8 lyD^aiK JW8WPR 
WW n |yo D«n ,"D*a oyi b*o Da^ oya 
DiTK ?*r jyo T8 5*11 nyny' 5"ii ,i"iy'"n I*K 
ny TR itjntD D.TR jyp i$or >fci Dipi lya^x 
nya« PR *p .oin p'P iy5n*x DO cyr, 
fjya»t iyp iyo Mifim PK snj^a* 
nypuni ojytntu w^ njn 12 
•jm TK ,vo w w ttruuaattwa jw»na an* 
ippaww B '3 &*p* TO tp3*n OTPPOKTI* ppr 
;ixp px rtup^ n 1* cpD^TpnyoD'iK aupa 
rtm or» c$n ,ur:urmii!3ii p* jpsvrrtpj » 
ip*T tlK ,B"p3UMMl DM-U n«I ,33l3"D |i«D 1*3 
;jnjn fttSo .ww*i ipnprp33K3 CTP?"3H3IK n c 
cwipi* i jn p n jiiajra D O P K IPVBUR pM 
1* Tpp»3&3T$ ijnjf' P B B3i^ij n i« i oy tyt 
"? Tpt»K D^KP^ H 11D Tp3»3 H HTlHMljn 
n prpepTppo n tpspa pie ,BHUBY H IPTHVIPB 
.lP3KiXpiTBD3»K P3»BM3 
,#"1 .K \mmtri 
.npwijntr,pyfi btnpapvn 
•DU e Bvopntj T*K 3»n n:j?2K 3KEOTP3»T 
BJiKtm -^KPBJHD TPT 110 JU»»M3 jyoSITpa 
•imp 
n onnjnijn VK a»n JHB»B3H; ;HBC3JPT 
P « ,102 *KP*> lytan oTpEspopD n PB ij»»a 
ipaitojftp • ip^jrtojn p* tpsiBpj op 3$n v* 
-ppo opr a*n v* .19 tap** P» MI 13*0*1* 
Bin*Bpa IPBTKI ipso H MI tptnipj ipapi 
lpnn'fi is ur:$tfimpB TD ann ip p* ,ipipn 
.IPJK p^nBDJ'K P3"B Blfl Tp3*3 »1 
T*3 Et»ny:n$ T»K 3Hn ispan JHB"TB 
,pT*' I O 
won .D grown lis MID 
•TWO trmpjiw Jwn TI is . 
IP JP3^n DPDip H T8 ,013* 01* IPDIPPJ 
i p n ) flfw ntn ipapa PHD 8 D*P*BB>P3 
0*0 (*DP«D*D s pK DTTU83T* iP3"t DPD 
"Pn »t ITO t« ,D3P3PTP3 T,P3*n "1 D$ll DPT 
DPM ,DTP3DPD -PDDP3 n w e n t t u n s tp5 
.ip^nmijp H PK IPDPJTPB w w H *pf 
n$P3 D«J.T $KP¥?-po ipi%a ivoipptpp H 
PP8D PK ,DPKD TPDD^D "3 P"TDD 8 tDlpT 
"JVUmifD H IDP^PJDMiS 3tfED IP3?Pr DPT 
Vfim W D 1^ 3 3M« |1K DPDtp H IV JV3 
8 t)PH
 fnpDlD3P |P^DD3U pifi IP3P3 DU «J 
DnpmifPJ 3i*n T N »|JWi onp^pip p«lbo 
PD JPB8BD DU IP5*I "I T8 D1P3DPD H 
DP11 DP"B DJpTtPnfi-D'MI P3 D"3TK IpT 
' -Bnap^ pD n?83 3*n PK ,^5B^3 ^^: IPDIPW 
•'c w DITK anp3:pnjn Djp-ntpnB iv bVB 
DPDlf3 "11» tP3*n 3t^ D tP3^ PT DPT ,|pp 
*3P3P33^ 3 jaw*a» opn iPSpn^paiPDjiK 
up npn .wur ipn po iranmiVB *t H 
"5KIIW imwa T^ K Dipsoyo n "3 DIKYMO 
*1 >"HD38 IPDHP3 P"1DD pK .DM13 3H 
"8D'K .,IPDPniP I^PT'K ;|P3«'V83 P13P3^E 
TPiKpnpCK PK IPTMV3KnB ,IPCD"T ,i»y*5 
D'D DtP*iP33PD«nV «pi 3IJH VK ^fr l"0 
5>KPIJ5 ps npDpippo npT
 fminW Wiwa 
V^DlpptPP i r n pB D1P3CPD P338D pK 
.-Tm l$nDP3 5|JT DP Upl DPT flWjm TTKJJ3 
m
*P K P338STPD. Dgn DP8B TPDD^D .JpT 
t R l M $ TPT1T3 PK ,n>TD 3KD3IP «IMK PD'E 
TPB T»D D^n i*w ,tnp3 xfittm »i ts^ o DIJn 
ne IPDPTDTPB TPT ,p53#P v i r a IPSUTBK' 
pno DPII np m ,*5B*3 PK .^ u« .s .8 TPT 
.5KPJ{5 DPT IPB?pn IV DPODP3 pM 
.. ^TB 3KD3IP pttWftUlf TK J*3 DTip PD 
"P3 tm »P1 TK jp'5*0 PK /PT . w > 
"uaiMh p« WMpv l^ K D »^8P8^  y-iyTJT« 
—: B»H ijnna TynDTpn 
•"K H IP3P11 D3nP3 8 $T ^ "K P*C ^^8 
0*1**5 PK | y p m \* »TPDt^ PD3^DTPT P3U 
-1D^DD31JP TPt31K Ml DM? ,TPPT$tt D3P13T83 
.DTPTJJD JKC 
IPt^TPB T « ^^n DDUMK |PD31 DPT 
DJPTnpTB PD 331PM13tf n DM? pK .p l* 1 W 
^JJ3 3PM I'D>1K DDT8TP3 V « 3 « " 3TP33PT^T 
.*>8n$ *T5#P PK ^ W f 3 1P3MP3 t}WW 
^ K 3»n ,^^Dl#3 pK IPD1P31J p»D ^>3 T?83 
331?08tTPB PDMT3 8 1PT^DPTT8 1V D8.TP3 
"P3 i n JP3JJH P3^P11 ,TPD"3T8 PTPWK PD 
-DPOBPD IPD4 DPT ,3PD P3\3"K PK T8 D3n 
58Tp3PB>n 8 PK DMT8 IPT1D "» |P5P11
 #TP3 
50 pB 1lflrOD"3T8 \$ 3H3ipTTIjD ,p"TDD 
fT3pn'IP3Vll T8D Vri.«m DIDU^D 8 .IPTJIDB' 
•PPTP:8 P^ID *1 PK D^DTPlllJ T8D 8TDDPP 
•W^V PB 33U 
"3^3PD 8 D8HP3 ^ K 3^H M'D'D f'3^3 
~\4 TPT D'D IP3PPP3 IV TPD3PHP3 1M D"R 
t jnjytf*D DtfT JP3^EP3DMK pK P385 TP3^D 
-3nPTT»D D"3T8P3DMK D^fl 5KP&5 TPT . 
TPT PK WW t'K DIJT ,IKPD DPT T8D |P3 
DP"D TPPU83T« ,DD13MK pK 1*11 TPDVP? 
|P3»T W33njm»B H IPM " t D'D |PMP3 T'K 
TP35PT TPT pK .IPT*MP3 D"3TKP3DMK 
IPDW DPT D'D ,D*3 TPDM1P3 8 D*?l 0«V 
PK TPDDP}3 TPT ,on»D PPO »1MK DRKD 
THPD *& ,TPD"3T8 5 |PD*5B>P3DMK , 0 1 8 0 ^ 
"PTPPD DPT Ml fiWtfi PB DTP3DPD P1VDP8 
PK M'DlpPtPP ' 1 .M .T .K t8DTPt?D pK TPD 
»> 
11 TPp-|*tt B3pm«3 D * T ^ TJTT 
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xawscnirnfB 2*n -p* m je»o n*' Tawigi* njrwysniKnj ^ /Gtfr.<*p 
-
-=s*3 T"P W * !P» J » ">2WJ BPSaffeS* 
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Tppn^ n Mjantw D*W IJ?T 10 
-.;»!* »» ,oite ois aniPBjw -VD BKH 7*3*3 
'KJ1M JW'BS'tt pM "J** BJ»BM3 £MJtftf"?W33'M 
Bjm yivaipjrtpjr toijwyvn >n PK ,&njrt"a 
-jsffisaM ui B'jpa^jjro M ura"rn$Bni( urne 
s ]snn'M» u^et jra^n
 riwrajm 8 wi* 7 1?? 
::K?M^ jnyuiM uratyn PK Mn3K3KfiK-ifi p a w e 
.WfiO'W ipo«Tpnm M unma is 
^MBDJSIESK 
«n PM B'vfoytjm::* -iy*u agnta PK .EIKCS* n 
.uwjcis t?s3»3 p» ^KT ^Kp^ u n ?K mtfW * 
puovty ,e» i jnna jj^'tW "pi* =Mn T* 
••njetr nrrtyn w um»n 10 pit TPPKVP IK3 
jjmi<pi B"anic p u PM ,C£MSJM) patina/i 11 iyp 
.WEH3JMBMK E13 IjnVNJtf MM 
np IMOJUT' i jnna MM BDUMK ura21 ojn 
p i 80 ?KPK? DVT ipanya is |jn*wa,B3H 
-yns PM iy-yrt Ba*nja ojn ,3:Kp p u i a r n n : 
.UOjHnyatM p^u nj; Bjni »np3*B 
8 tf>« rt*P$ jn*T3tK PB tiBEBMS 1JH 
BR -8 JBh TOTBJD 581JJ3P1 fffl D3TD 
. TIKK3 TPDipyTPp j p i 1JJT IS 
Tajcgni TM7^ n 4 pa MwjpjMrp-tf u Durnvtfj 
E-»3 JBIK Diva eKn KOVB n jotym PM , V ? 
T?s aajrpp^ B*3 VT EKA j$»ap n .nrajWjMa*a 
tpjga p»nao K p i B"po*&3M3 n urajtti uro»7ir 
PM 0"p *i DaifiyBttM SKA "pM .MDTB 1JT1 
lj««? DIJTBMP n 'w^a TM , B W 01s umipy; 
2-»: IMI cjr PM ,isM3njmMB W ' l l1* BSJTIJW 
BH3 7"N ,p»n£B v PK ipnyjswDMiK tyiEpens 
PB i«*i « ipoipyr ijtf«n e*n "ijrnnB IJTEMSMO 6 
3*ta$9|fa TM^MI 5 tycvnvi i;n pM IK?(«T 4 
SjrnsMiy3 Diyaiep 7i:ycriB?2 » i » n a^n n1^ 
.P'noo t* PB a«pa»^yo n ttmmnjtt MHJ )iH 
pns
 fB0UMM ;pc5 oyn 3*B:$O n«D «no«njB 
3^n»3B» n^ EB r^p J^J ijnnu(jan<( is pj»i» oyi 
"ir* a t^mjroMM i(j3 uwjw ^ ' B jsAjm PB 
"I«P i» unsfiyJ n» j^n TK •iv^tjp^jnv 
- i r i po pM D'Ee VKnjr:pe*n I ' C D unn:*scjn 
"-* TNI 1*3 ,BOWMM IPBl Djn ,JWBBny3(p 
rVUUM) « B«ny3 PM i:K7ii»Vp PK ijraip?-
"iinnjnt .mnjpim PK e^ owns Tjrnia. B*'D 
isniyj BJ»»B ir"i3 w*e«n^ T»K nmjp p*o 
-iff2»n njny»^3B'B yj'EyriB n .KiKp'o* p« 
?'i*nci??r» BjjnuriB TU ,t)DgjgnwM T O 
"7«JH (MM B2«12r3 E«n T W ^ I ^ PM BUOl 
CJiifiijp, H type*l»y;3M ^C'2K EKH PK JTOJO 
"
%
.B;JBKB» ipa«fl WJ»B»D"EK» ,"»IBCMT:«M 119 
n ETpaynpi u^Mn isajMop"r» J£JP» PK t?: 
7-,py»"Wi H •-,uyn(r injn*t PB Dpvn«*n 
"^ 3D*TM nappva B O njr»' UTIKH nje^DD'>a*»« 
\2in$* urnr i \ HI BM» t^e: ne;*r oyn lira^iB 
T?v, nyoynpyo HnjKftwn lift j ycmyr 
'rBjnejyo jiK IJIPYP^P ^VpptfiiB DO 
PB *»jnp»^ B»D PK EijnnjOB i p n : 
— ;TiKKa ntBipjrtpp ^Mipjwn iy i 
PB Banja K ;psiip PK nya^ K KT au TK 
"n»^P ,ti>p»n»D PK B^anB'WKijrsTOKaiK p»o 
1*1 BKn CKII E"p3<cynn K ^KVIB:KO pn I:K^ 
c.s PS »K i^wn iye31 cyT
 rlKn»iO lyiMnyJiK 
.1912 BDUMK 1^39 
-is ~n cKn ;n?::ytKn Wjnnjrw pi i"^; 
Ijauftpjij T O iy2Kn i3K?ip^p pa Bnnyp^pn 
-is i^jr^BDiis^M ojn jyioni ijnwpD«*i is 
li'DiF5?3 u?:»'T n'O PK EIKEW ij::y» pa i:$zv 
pa-jrBCKjra pa ijmi?«ii PECK TK ,C^B» D)S 
"ipn is jiMKnnjwo nnpo IPE^HII D'BK*pBMn 
n pa 33*,DIES' nj?3»ED»u IJTI pM 33nyB3iony 
/iy33,i^ 3KnyE3?CKa jra j^m I:JT3TK UI #Biyaoyo 
K^T TK TK iyCK7»y3 3»0«BB'3"K 1V2KH n^ D PK 
,ECI3MK J:KB;K istfwty pM p n 
K jJB^jmy 1'K 3Kn B^S ipn napnpii 
pa E3ypn^K-cy3t»3 ,CBiy» i jnna PB «iy»na 
lK)l',»PFK1iD PB ^D3lKp 1K3»^ PM 'THE DJTI 
ijny»^sB»D »1 ?K ,iycm ET^JT; T O EMU np 
l3Kmya is tf33iE"iy:nKB-iy3Ko 45 ^K?K^ PB 
E2yc1'WM IK. ]y3yii ip2p«B»ani* H B»b-.t^ 
IPE31 oyn .nsy "iyi3iK tp33M i^jra "T DMT PM 
Djn PK ,P*IK' m i^ eViyB H»M =MH »tfwn 
B»D n?ipr3Mp K E«ny3 T K =Kn n:?2K ipn^yt 
EKH i»o .45 ^MP«> tic TTMfS lPBippipy nyn 
-ssyfiEiMByT oyn PK TM wzyiynw* Vo 
En»Sn2MB jpSPJJ ,D"ljm'B 1POM3 OJH B'D ,1MED 
P*EP«D P K jefcjrrt PK ,Bpi«^p ?5yji»»M yim'K 
ny?HB«piM#BTMEir PM yBn»B-pi»^py5'S3t'K n 
-anjrniaf VB'l^fl BMny3 ^K?M^ nyT BKH MDTB 
ijniya;U»HT ioao Djn PB jovrvw n ,W«»P 
9 
( 
nypwi »3j»iw twit njn 
Uttya&fa ojn W W o n 3$n T K .p»noo 
Win w »ui j»p iyonp ix T T TMHP jbapym 
»! pK v i * m p oijrp"neD n DNftpn ,P»IBD 
JV>1 01* »nn»B 
mnpwiK it* 1*3 etinjrj Djrojp 3Kn T K 
— Hptybm KOVB *i — KOTB jmnnx s B»D 
1JTX3KJ iniM K.MK Bl&pK^  K B3KDJM CKH Jtttyll 
/ lyanrm 26 "tfiycjMJiK P B •Mpnyatfjo ,BKB» 
UWI^JM v o im iHioipon jnjfcjj^ K IKS |IH 
• .iptaro i* BIKPK^ njn 
-ljr T * SKH ,BDI3MK ]jro8 ojn ^ K B O ^ K T 
,66 *^ptf> ij»iBo»a om n» u n z i p e nnsten 
,33»a'0 w&3Mi injri « »?3"n ijrtyn » i TK 
.3*BM3 DM Biin3JJTJ»W« p»D \ff$tyX\ *|MH 
BSiijn B U Ttejpx WMJM P K JJ^a'D ijn 
T»K uVtevrqtt njn po pmixaann *un PK 
flj»MiyiDMi» ijrapB» j u B«n ojr MI 
-jnrn P B jraoKjn n **n$o * w n ix umjM 
-«BK ^Kijwjnm,, n PKH iKBim D'Wj ^KIJH 
-IXBMK UK ijrpnuBW i* Bia iK3 l*tfjri *©U» 
njrnjri n P B tfau"* i$*ptf> W"* W , n 
l in?" i w m » ^KT cp TK H M K ^ K H * * ijn«n 
Ijnjrn a v a i p o n £91 oy IKII ^ l teKnya * 1*3 
T*K 1*97911 ,36 K^pK* lie aajnuyTB "un 
T I K B»n ^3*BIO 0*3* * *piK najrijnwK i*iiya 
-»ij at^jra i v p t ojn P K nnpBj^iK Btjnju-
-»3"KijrB is i»i *njn3w BKn $ K P # pi? T« JJTD 
.oypo'tomBDHijiK n tiio jjra 
-n*iv*a jn*»n T& ,I*TMIJM « I 3Kn T K 
V ^ J»K^T3l-U P K jrasjnjtfaiK W T ]*JUU 
^F i f f l i n njn t« ,imapKB B3Km^r " t aKn 
U"' yB03i^po D ^ « iKnapjt njTQiK BKH C>EK 
=Kn T K .BjrtijnijrJ M>n ix n»r ijraKn »t nw 
tfst BSKDjri p w tp3«n *i'D DKT Bnjrtpny I»T 
on'K P"K itfttPf l y ina B»B ijroaiB^iyanKB 
BID , i : e^ : ; ' J1J ]1B nyiiOM^H C7» cB'crj^ 
Bjni *V DKT UK ,1KBDK3 pK DiBKTaB'in p U 
IPBl Ojn 1KBDK3 pK B"PJ>BpnD jt»| 1J?03KB3K 
.npopaeyD 
III |*BB«nvis j^y»© ijna^Krny iJDKn I»D 
,43 K^PK? K»B j^nK i^» tlB DIK^HQ OH»V »*! 
.iy?"W^K u n u K tpwK i^jrfl m jrrtjrn I»K 
P ' lU 1P2K11 pi»3HK B'O BKn m i IJTEjnp^ D 
•JJ Ofl'K pK *)*?& H?n BUM1 « BytSKBttTWaK 
H»K ,n3Kewi» ijrjnymB nnpt « pK ipia 
Tnva ,!»o»«n .o ijrnna BjraaiKBK DITKT 3MH 
o n ijmnpa ix ^ 8 VKPK^ pa w a g a n i *ijr:jr 
-BMK t " t njBJlK K'B^jn^1* | « 43 ^K?K^ 
j e t ! 
,iy3K0 EaKpjrs B»rujr3|^ 3r3 1JH "3 Vn 1»K 
p^o»3K BKn J62 m:*r#2 pit 87 ^K?K^ ijn TK 
-ya BKn lys^ni
 #ijrayaoB"3TK ;» a»t3 ^JDKIB 
-MIX ,"iire"3iK ya»n P^K «JMK BIKPK^ K BSKD 
i jn ,B3jn,Tjp» njn T » WIBJTJI DJ jr^jni irv 
,f$W* njn t » i jappyo aiTiKpjn |W r:Ka»B 
tjTKyiy* ix lyoaiKiixpj tjnijyj upnt »T P K 
«wipjo nn BJII ^KPK^ njn niatam n n ,1^= 
•TtjntQjn PK UBta^w nyn 
, l » K l O j n . W J pH ff»X3«BD jmcpjT3 piB 
ipaipj?tpy ojn na ityrtjnu* umm pa n^ n i«n 
wjriMjni njn ^5 ^HPK^ pB u i B i 0 ^KH; 
T»K *)K3»^
 v,y IMnvyrw iy'n»Kit:pT I;T IIB 
,B11B1KB3»H »IM BKH!PK ^TjnMK |j«Vj TW 
-an«Bjn n P K ]jm»W» DKII Ttfinn n CUT 
P H nNB&im liyn-iKVin^K D^K DIKKD c;;a 
IjraKWjfjnKi BKn ny ^jsimaipny i»t b ^ 
»M ijnjm Bp>(ryj ]»ne ^KT ]KDI>J .D CD^ C IP 
DD'D PB1JH ljTDMl BtK^J «|M^ 3KH ItK 
p«p IJTDip IX B-PKinQW»K nn»K PR
 r|KBP3 
DKU VED73 CKT pHB IX IJjnjT pK n»B1tyi 
T»K lTKO^Kp .B»ip3»^Jrt3 im* pH T'K 
n pK VKnajn pa yvn ipnaiBv «m TM?3 
jriyn lie nyaayo ]»K WJP^ njopycn ci«cr 
Kt^ B typ 1*010 0D»O TK ,MTK fitJfW P^"-
Om J^K ]1K BnpjiuynB )?3^X»J K |ja'KD»lH 
jnpBv 
-yBD K B«njrJ» 1»K SKn iK l^tyTT 1PB13 D/l 
PK BKV piK^p HNPXJi'K DJT 1KB JU»B'B 5jW 
-}J2 K^T TilK 1P11 TK ,TJDM pO 1»K .ItKncyi 
xv"jn n PK nj^it'o n ltfimaKxiK is ip;3o 
^KioavP 0 3 " ^ "»'» 1J?»^ K11 ,Dn(JtSD bipDBiBa 
I .OBJjrOIKa D*1»$ PB 1*»1B 1?X3(J3 DVT CT? 
9fn .DDKO ijnaoiKii pB 75 nyou ^KPK? 
B"po<jTpniroBMK j3^3jrnpB p«& ap;j;tyj?J TK 
-3nn a»B3'B ijo^n n'O . « ^ w n iycl8 Djrt 
3Kn BtfBV.Tjn D^K ]1K ,tK»XK!B»D H BlJBSBl^ J 
DIBK ^Kijraptyn DIX ijrwim i n iyo»nya >»i TK 
*""mo jnjr»M IIB »MIX ,jrx»BBf J^J»S3H:»B -H: 
:jm 60 ix HHKIIJU a^»naiiKijrB w»i cnyp 
n uri'tyiv ix tjmoKW »n 3«n V* , W 
JTJ»B»l3 W ipfitf» IX l?3K1B«npB » | ]1K D"? 
T K 3*" J»» IjmDpjra ojn .UWW'njn** 
-nya'K E(*n 1? P K »3»B 15»K^ B*D aniB-^ KiK 
,opo»>p "nx n ijraiap; 
.18BDB3 pK y*& n 
,D^ KPK^  1PJKB0K3 H pfi i3K>lJ« DjH V1* 
-Kp 11 DKUTKB 1P3»BJ?J1XDMK B3UJTJ 1»K 2Kn 
"BMK BKH JTUKBOKp fflMpD PK plK^p M'301^ 
-3»ttrj?j n 3Kn I IK ,ijfB»3iK jnn»K jjroK^prJ 
itya H T« ,iy:iBjr30MK PK uftfgnuiK r-
#nKBnjn IWp jny«t IJ?DK^WJ?JDMK iir3Kn D»I» 
jra«3»K ijwmjw ix BJKIW | jwn jr:y» CK« 
-M»3KnK ix *\%i pjnix oyn B*D | J » J I B » O W 
^31J"D Ijn PK 1J7J"? B»^IK»3P jr^ JT'D .!?"> 
]1K pltfp K»301^ Kp Ijn ]1B nyB»»31K V* T« 
PMW iyBK3K0 7 B'O lP3Kn y»3KB0Kp tfl»iP0 
,03J?PD UriKllJM iy3"T PK tK»31» W DMPWI 
B3^B J^ KIKO pip B»3 1K»3P H BKH IKB^ 
W«nqr* m P K »T B'O ijn'Djny«^K ix T T 
nypn«v» wyonw D W > njn 8 
iw#\* e I** own B$yo*y3 twni a**rt 
.yjtjp^tr j w "p?j» p c 
HMH iyiiya l*« pa wan »»* jyafryi BJH 
nnc i n 1** *»«? UK ,^«p»tr IK; y n n ijn 
-nyc ysifcaycyj l1* M P i W p w v * pa 
upsii irwya*** ojn .44 to*P# »io jjwsns*: 
u*t»P9tP9 ijn &>o BUMS K E*nyj -p* .a^n 
-ny -*n TK ,n"ie BIMpo P"K p?#p pc y3K? j 
p* CPIK^P ijnyn *-*P ,B' IHI TK ,iym*e 
jnyssrt PK m wu9«3 C T S H : ^ w i p s 
jyntBi* *yi» i"p i^ a j^n ny8»a*»< n .BTJW 
.oijnn»E yfypifi n is 
P* HNiJM W«t yipaipyrpy 1JTI p« pjpe 
-;'K lyn pc tyn^KriK \t$ t tt TK ,;s:i:ns i p 
Ja»>rt v* ejni DJ? p» ,mn; yjym&HHt* J#K n 
-(t:t«3 6 I»B B3yEC3'3j,'ii ;?r;?c K fyafanttttf 
,^5^»"3Tjm3*»'ijn fie iyee$p n *pi* iya 
>s WP^W V " i a BD'BWja RT?* a$tt T H 
.VEKiip-Esnn jyi -IRE gatfpiB1 JJttRQ 
*-**~'- ,71 ^«P^ pc cpnicc H pK 
:y*i» 13KEB^IBBP R es-iyn ,C"IH^"E c r*^ 
n . iwtoy i UP*1* W * P**1* B$11 07T 
TK .Eip^nyc -po fyayn ny3H yBO»ya ;*?*?*? 
PK
 fiw»Jr-in ty%yii ijaytr n m ^;tr M?R 
•p* >»! onjiii ,yc^n Ty$y»«63*B £yo*a * B>O 
PR B"2IM v i isl truiy:? nytym jyonya 
,1Vl9*v P"*ICD lyapsyi TPPt tjr;KC is" ;?ERfi 
a*o pvinye3i* AM»3»IR s»hj?i =nn v * 
l?:'n yrfjhi M U D cyrr PK BO»MI ya»3«K 
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